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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
By golly, we won something. A
cherry foot stool at the Charity
Ball the other night. Representative Guy Lovins contributed the
foot stool as one of the door
prizes. Real nice. Thanks Guy for
your contribution. Real Kentuckians.
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Electricity Need
In County Up 78%
Over 5 Years Ago

Posters
Entered
In State
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Emberton Announces
Fifteen-Point Plan
For Additional Jobs

Robert Wyman
Dies Following
Major Surgery

Fifty-Year Certificate
Given Ronald Churchill

Local Persons
Attend School
Lunch Workshop

Delius Wyatt
Dies Saturday

in
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Will there be enough electricity
Willard Ails, Chairman of the
available in Calloway County this difficulty meeting its present
LOUISVILLE (UPI)—At a tacky in the decade of the 1970's.
Calloway County Council on Drug
commitm
ents.
summer for all local needs? Or
news
conference here today, The news conference was one
Education announced today that
will there be shortages at certain The residential use of elecRepublican Gubernatorial of seven held today around the
six of the drug posters submitted
times, as was the case in many tricity varies considerably
nominee Thomas D. Emberton state, which featured the same
by children in grades one thru
throughout the country. Comcommunities last year?
outlined a 15-point program "to announcement at each stop.
five during the drug education
pared with Calloway County's
achieve 200,000 new jobs for Emberton plans two trips
poster contest this school year
On the basis of a nationwide,
Kentuckians in the next four outside that state this week in
were delivered to Frankfort this
survey, the Federal Power estimated consumption of 6,250
kilowatt hours a year per
years," in the first plank of his quest of additional funds for his
week for entrance into a
Commission warns that "some
Gene Landolt won the tennis
the
campaign.
average
platform for the fall election.
areas of the country may ex- household,
statewide drug poster contest.
tournament at Calloway Sunday
Emberton also urged im- He is scheduled to attend a
perience shortages as a result of nationally is 6,430 per household.
State officials scre4ned the
winning over Charles Warner.
It amounts to 6,594 in the East
plementation of a severance tax reception in his honor in
inadequate installed capacity to
posters submitted and chose six
Ronald W. CbeirebIll
South
Central States.
Robert Wyman
on coal, oil and gas, which he said washington's swank Capitol Hill
meet forecasted summer peak
to be entered in the statewide
Anybody who wanted a sun tan
will "help provide the necessary Club Tuesday. The following
loads."
contest. Posters made by the
could have gotten it Sunday with
funds to make certain our state day,he will be in New York City's
Because there are many more
following young people where
no difficulty at all. In fact sun
support is guaranteed in funding University Club fir anAW.
air conditioners, television sets,
chosen to represent Calloway
burning was the order of the day.
essential services in the drive to reception.
electric
County in the state poster constoves,
washing
produce jobs for Kentuckians."
machines and other appliances in
test:
Our potted Toad was really dug in use
"Throughout my campaign,"
locally than there were in
Jeff Wyatt,
fourth
grade
yesterday to escape the heat. We earlier
the 39-year-old native of Monroe
years, the demand for
Robertson School, Murray,son of
dug down about an inch and he electrici
Ronald W. Churchill was 1923, was with him in Louisville
County said, "I'm going to emty has been zooming.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Wyatt,
fixed us with a fishy eye from
Wyman, former phasize the issues, take clear
According to the Department of presented with a special cer- when he was presented his Renee Overbey, fourth grade, Robert
beneath the sod.
Commerce, the per capita tificate honoring him for fifty certificate at the closing business Faxon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. General Manager of the Tappan positions, and let every citizen
Company, Murray Division, know exactly where I stand."
requirements in the United States years of service as a licensed session on Thursday, June 10.
Jerry Overbey,
Oar sympathy to Bob Wyman's have
The other points advanced by
been increasing five times funeral director and embalmer at The 50, year funeral director Luana Colson, fifth grade, passed away on Saturday morfamily. It was a shock to learn of faster
the meeting of the Funeral said he hardly remembers when
than population.
Almo, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ling in the St. Louis Hospital, Emberton in the first plank of his
Directors Association of Ken- he first started working in the
his death. He was a go getter and In the
Chicago, Illinois. He underwent platform included establishment A Junior
Great Books
general area enOdelle Colson,
a hard worker.
compassing Calloway County, tucky held in Louisville last funeral home business because Mike Rogers,third grade, Lynn extensive surgery for lung cancer of state support for local com- Discussion Group will be offered
from the time of his birth on Grove.
munities to enable constructio this summer at the Calloway
the amount of current needed for week.
sun of Mr. and Mrs. Glen about two weeks ago.
A fellow says that just as residenti
The funeral is planned for of water and sewage facilities County Public Library beginning
al use alone went up 78 The certificate reads as October 13,1899, he assisted his Rogers.
President Nixon found out a way percent
follows:
father, the late James Horace Tommy Elkins, fifth grade, Thursday or Friday this week in roads or bridges, and air stripe June 17 and continuing through
in five years.
to get a good press, he runs out of The
Also, major emphasises to b July 22. Only children who have
rise locally was from "In recognition of fifty years of Churchill who operated his Faxon. son of Mr. and Mrs. Thetford, Vermont, the home of
daughters. Says there were some 32,000,00
just completed the third grade
his wife's parents.
placed
on
0 kilowatt hours a year to service as a licensed funeral funeral home on the south side of Carlos Elkins, and,
building
an
memorable moments at the approxim
director and embalmer in the the court square.
are eligible to participate.
Wyman is survived by his wife, preparation of plant sites,
ately 57,000,000 kilowatt
Kimberly
in
Willie,
third
grade,
wedding, like President Nixon hours,
Commonwealth of Kentucky the
Fourteen children will be acBarbara; two children, Beth, a cluding stress on re-claimin
His father first started in Kirksey. daughter of Mr.
according to an analysis of
and
saying to the caterer, "Let me statewid
Funeral
cepted
Director
and the group will be
student
s
at
Associa
business
Benningt
d1
in
1886
of
on
at
usable
the
College,
strip
corner
of Mrs. Ed Willie.
e figures.
mining sites t
make one thing perfectly clear. Although
Kentucky awards this golden 5th and Main Streets but moved
chosen from the first fourteen to
Bennington, Vermont and Bobby, restore the environment and
private and public
"The
Calloway
County
Council
This is my money....not the
utilities throughout the country service certificate to Ronald W. two years later to the south side on Drug Education realizes that in high school at Arcadia, pilot project of building "shell register. Registration will be held
government's."
are rushing to get new generating Churchill. 1921-1971. Signed by court square location. The firm not everyone will be a winner", California where the family industrial buildings to determin at the library on Tuesday, June
15,from four to five p.m. and the
feasibility for Kentucky.
units built to meet the rising Hubert Green, president, June 10, was moved to the building on the Ails said. Ails expressed ap- lived.
1971."
Federal taxes have decreased demand
Child, accompanied by a parent,
Wyman was well known
southwest corner of 3rd and preciation for the work of all
The
program
also
for electricity, it will
calls
fo
the
over the past decade. In 1910, tax take
a huge investment of capital Churchill is the owner of the J. Maple in 1918 where it remained young people of Calloway County locally. He joined the Murray statewide expansion of compute should apply in person.
liability for a family of four on a and
H. Churchill Funeral Home, until 1960 when the preseet
The Junior Great Books
a long period of time to meet
who particiapated in the contest Tappan plant in the fall of 1959 as job banks to help job seekers fin
$6,000 income was $429. For 1971,
located in the new and modern modern funeral home was
Chief Engineer, and rose rapidly employment and aid employer Discussion Program, begun in
present and future needs.
and
further
said
that
"this
but
is
It will be $206. In the $10,000
building at the corner of Maple erected.
1963, is an outgrowth of the Great
Meanwhile, this summer inone example of the quality of in the orgnization, later in locating qualified or trainabl
bracket it was $1,372 in 1960, and
and
South
Books
Third
Discussion Program ofbecomin
Streets.
General
His
g
When
James
wife,
Manager
Horace
on
workers.
Churchil
cluded, there will be power
l, young people we have in our
will be $1,019 for 1971. In the
the death of Verne Kyle. He was Emberton said additiona fered to adults since 1947.
cutbacks,known as brownouts, in the former Rebecca Wear, who who died in 1941, celebrated fifty community
$11,000 bracket in 1960 it was
has been his able assistant since years of service in 1936, he said
Youngsters meet in small groups
e
aras.
Winners will be announced transferred later to the plant in platform planks will be an
People will
ll
18,41111 end ter ten will be lune. iw
to
exchange ideas and thoughts
the
=
Canada
and
was
li to awn& off their Maar merriafie on September IL the following:
att
one
nounced
of
the
lathe
coming
weeks. H
later from Frankfort and the
However, at the State and local
'As I look beck over this half
air conditioners and other apsaid his Wake hearings during the on the book they have read prior
ning posters will be on lisplay company vice-prsaidents.
level, taxes have gone up 600
century during which I have
He was highly active locally primary had been "tremendously to the meeting. Adults will lead
pliances. Commercial and invarious county fairs
at
percent during the past 10 years.
endeavored to serve you faithand was a member of the helpful in researching the key the group discussions. It is hoped
dustrial users will also be asked
throughout the state
fully and tenderly in your hours
Murray-Calloway County Airport issues and achieving solutions that students will learn to read
to cut down, as they Were last
In 1932, there were 12,060,000 summer.
of bereavement, I am deeply
Board and a number of other that can and will benefit Ken- more accurately, to think more
Americans unemployed, which
clearly and independently, to
moved by the thoughts of your
One company,the Consolidated
civic bodies. He was a Rotarian
was 23.6 percent of the civilian Edison
express themselves more efkindness to me and the con
Rotarian.
Company of New York,
labor force; in 1933, the severest
fectively, and to listen more
and faith you have
An increase in prices for the fidence
Wyrnan was a former Case
year of the depression, there has announced that it has stopped cost Of hunting and
attentively, a library spokesman
reposed in me as I have striven to
Institute
fishing
instruct
license
or
in
looking
for new customers. It has
were 12,830,000 or 24.9 percent of
said.
fees in the state of Kentucky will be your humble comferter and
engineering. After leaving
the civilian labor force out of
Each child will be given a set of
take effect on Thursday, July 1, servant in your time of deepest
Murray he remained with
work; and to 1939 they numbered
according to the office of the sorrow.
Tappan Gurney, Ltd. until 1966 Robert Ray Story, three boxed books containing the
school
Eight
food
service
9,480,000, which was 17.2 percent
Calloway County Court Clerk "Not only have I tried to ramie' from the Calloway when he assumed the post of months old son of Chief Petty stories to be read each week.
of the civilian labor force.
Officer and Mrs. Hugh Story a These are chosen for this grade
uphold the noblest ethics of my
Marvin Harris.
unty school system and one division president of O'Keefe & Murray-Rout
e Four, died Sunday level and will include titles such
Harris and his office personnel profession but it also has been om the University School
Merritt,
a Tappan subsidiary.
were
about 11:45 a.m. at the home. His as: LaFontaine's "Fables,"
Delius Wyatt of 602 Pine Street, urged all persons to purchase my aim through all these years to among 57 from West Kentucky Earlier in his career he held
Milne's "Winnie-the-Pooh," and
Murray, died Saturday at nine their hunting and fishing license so conduct myself during the who attended a School Lunch engineering titles at Joy death was sudden, but the cause
of death has not been ascer- Lang's "Beauty and the Beast."
times
you
have
before
required
July
1,
order
in
my
to
Manufac
avoid
turing
Compan
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
y,
Workshop at Murray State
tained.
There is no charge for this
services as I would have liked Universi
Whirlpool and Gray Manufac
County Hospital. His death was the higher fee.
ty this week.
The baby boy was born Friday, course.
The Murray Ilene Club will
you
to
do
for me.
Among the increased fees will
sudden and he was 67 years of
They are: Helen Hogancamp, turing Company.
March 12, at 7:26 p.m. at the be entertaining as well as inmeet at South Pleasant Grove
be the state wide hunting license "Fifty years has been a long county school
age.
food service
Murray-Calloway County formative and we hope more
United
Methodist
Church The Murray man
from the present cost of $4.25 to time but thanks to you the years director; Estelle
Duncan, Faxon
was a
Hospital. The father recently groups of this kind can be
Tuesday night at 6:30. This will
member of the Poplar Spring $5.00 on Jul 1, and junior hunting have been richly filled with Elementary; Ernestine Hargis,
be a ladies night and installation
returned from duty with the Navy organized to enable a greater
friendships and the evening of life Almo Elementary;
Baptist Church. He was born May license from $2.25 to $3.50.
Moline B.
in Korea and is now home on number of children to parof officers. The ladies of the
A complete list of the many is made mellow and beautiful by Shrader, Hazel
10, 1904, Calloway County and his
Elementary; Iva
leave.
He is to report for duty ticipate," said Mrs. Margaret
church will prepare and serve the parents
the
memorie
s
licenses
of
my
and
their
life
with you Edwards, Calloway
costs will be
Mrs James (Joyce) Haley is a
were the late Finnis
County
soon at Norfolk, Va.
Trevathan, librarian.
food.
Wyatt and Alpha Miller Wyatt. published on the Fins 'n Feather and among you."
High; Linnie Geurin, New patient at the Baptist Memorial
Survivors are his parents;
All Lions, their wives and He
is survived by his wife, Mrs. page of the Ledger & Times on Ronald W. Churchill said the Concord Elementary; Delorise Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. She is
grandparents, Mrs. Cora M.
pests are asked to please take
policies of his father have been Boggess,
Lela Hicks Wyatt of 602 Pine Saturday, June 19.
Kirksey Elementary: in Room 1022 Madison, and en- Story of Murray Route Four and
note of this change in the regular
Street, Murray; one son, Thomas Harris said persons or firms in religiously followed by him since Jane Morton, Lynn Grove tered the hospital on Sunday.
Pak-Sim Hwan and Han-Song Jon
ciub meeting night from second
Leroy Wyatt of Murray Route the city and county selling fishing he became owner of the firm. J Elementary;
She suffered a back injury
and
Omega
of Pusan, Korea; five aunts, Mrs.
to third Tuesday night.
H.
and
Churchil
hunting
l
licenses
Funeral
Home,
are
rn
asked
to
while at work the last of May and
Six; two sisters, Mrs. Clara
Garps, University School.
Ruth Beach of Almo, Mrs.
Hutchens and Mrs. Ruby Tucker turn in their old books by the end Spternber 29, 1941. Rona Id 's
Sponsored by the department has been a patient at the Murray- Dorothy Manning
and Mrs. Jim Kee of 504 Vine Street,
mother,
of
June
the former Miss Maude of home
and to get their new books
of Murray; two brothers, Boyd
Calloway
Hospital
County
before
economics at Murray
Barbara Henry of Murray, Mrs. Murray, passed away Sunday at
Wyatt of Natchez, Miss., and to sell license at the new rate a Brandon, died in 1914.
State, the five-day in-service being transferred to the Memphis Ruby Williams
of Chicago, Ill., three p.m. at his home. His death
The present owner,Ronald, gra- training
Oury Wyatt of Murray; one after July I.
'
program began Monday, hospital.
and Mrs. Betty ,Sykes of Elgin, was sudden even though he had
Persons
duated
may
from the Gupton-Jones June 7.
purchase their
grandson, Jeff Wyatt.
Serving as co-directors
M.; four uncles,Hoyt, Ira Lee, been in ill health for some time.
licenses at the office of the School of Mortuary Science, were
The annual Vacation Bible The funeral is being
FIRE CALLS
held today
Dr. Alice Koenecke,
and Ray Story,Jr., all of Murray, The deceased was 71 years of
School is being held at the Elm at two p.m. at the
Calloway County Court Clerk Nashville, Tenn., in December,
LONDON
record
84,538
— A
chapel of the
chairman of the home economics
and Kenneth Story of Turlock, age. He was a member of the
Grove Baptist Church this week. Max Churchil
from eight a.m. to five p.m., 1921. He is licensed -in both the
l Funeral Home
department, and Dr. Alta- calls were answered by London California.
First Baptist Church and a
Monday through Thursday, and states of Tennessee and KenClasses started today and will with Rev. Harold
Brigade
Fire
last
year,
an
Lassiter ofPresson, professor of home
Funeral services are being held veteran of World War II. He was
continue through Friday, June 18. ficiating.
from right a.m. to six p.m. on
increase
1969,
9,070
of
on
a
economics.
(Continued on Page Ten )
Friday, or at many of the stores
The school will be held each day Pallbearers serving
spokesman said. Rubbish fires today at two p.m. at the chapel of born July 18, 1899, in Carroll
Open for both graduate and
are Artelle
or
boat
due to the dustmen's strike are the Blalock-Coleman Funeral County, Tenn., and his parents
from 8:30 to eleven am.
docks
in Murray and
Tucker, Earl Tucker, Roy Steele,
undergraduate credit and for given as one reason.
Home with Rev. Coy Garrett were the late Mr. and Mrs. James
Lonnie Wyatt, Johnny Wyatt,and Calloway County.
non-credit, the workshop was
officiating. Burial will be in the Kee.
Jerry
Maupin
is
the
conDan Hicks.
designed to provide training for
Murray Cemetery with the He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
FIFTEEN CITED
Burial will be in the Hicks servation officer for Calloway
particAnnts that will enable Fifteen persons were cited by arrangements by the Blalock- Floy Rumfelt
Kee of 504 Vine
Cemetery with the arrangements County.
them to accomplish several the Murray
Street, Murray; two sisters, Mrs.
Police Department Coleman Funeral Home.
A revival will be held at the
by the Max Churchill Funeral
Objectives, including these:
on Saturday and Sunday. They
Flossie Hurt and Mrs.
Emmanuel Baptist Church on the
Home.
—To Aain experience in in- were
Pirtchard, both of Huntingdon,
nine juveniles cited for
121 bypass beginning Wednesday,
creased use of commodity foods. disorderly conduct,
The weather picture for
Tenn.; one brother, Homer Kee
two for public
June 16, and continuing through
—To become more skilled and drunkenness, one
Kentucky shows scattered
of Humboldt, Tenn.
for shoplifting,
Sunday,
June
20.
showers and thunderstorms
knowledgeable
about
inone for reckless driving, one for Three persons, injured in ac- The funeral has been scheduled
The church pastor, Grandville
becomin
tonight,
stitutional equipment.
g
today and
driving while intoxicated, and cidents, were treated at the for Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. at the
Thomas (Marty) Hopper, age Courtney, will be preaching
—To increase understanding of one for driving
widely scattered Tuesday.
while intoxicated emergency room of the Murray- chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
nightly.
thirteen,
of
Murray Route Three
the need to provide nutritional and fleeing
Cloudy to partly cloudy through
Vacation Bible School will be
a police officer, ac- Calloway County Hospital on Funeral Home with Dr. H. C.
The public is invited to attend
meals for children.
Tuesday. Continued warm and held at the Calvary Temple was hospitalized over night at the
cording to the citation reports. Sunday.
ChUes officiating.
the services.
—To share ideas and become
humid today and tonight and not Pentecostal Church of God Murray -Calloway County
Interment will be in the Murray
John
Waters
Hospital
of
Sou&
220
after
Ilth
suffering an acmore concerned about the
so warm Tuesday. Highs today starting Monday, June 28, and
Street was treated for a Memorial Gardena with the
cidental
gun
shot
ROADBL
Hazel
wound
OCKS
Woman'
in
the
s
Club
tonight
Challeng
Lows
90.
near
e of feeding boys and
mid Ms to
continuing through Friday, July
henuttona of the scalp and a arrangements by the Blalockright scalp on Sunday afternoon
Roadblocks will be set up
mid 601 to low 70e. Highs Tuesday 2.
Membe
rs
fracture
Attend
of the right ankle on Coleman Funeral Home where
Hospital
officials
Worksh
at
various
op Several professional resource
said he was
points in the city
mostly 80s.
Classes for ages two through
Sunday at 1:35 p.m. He was.in- friends may call.
brought to the hospital at 2:40 Four members of the
of
Murray
by
the
Murray
People
during
assisted
the
Hazel
sixteen years of age will be held
p.m.
jured in an auotmobile accident.
Police Department starWoman's Club attended the workshop as consultants and
TENDED OUTLOOK
daily from nine a.m. to 12 noon.
Edward Gore, age seventeen, CANINE CULPRIT
ting Tuesday, June 15, to
of showers mainly All children are welcome and for Sheriff Clyde Steele said the summer workshop of the First demonstrators.
nE
of Dexter was treated for a
check for city auto
south and east Wednesday and free transportation call Rev. accident occurred at the home of District Federation of Women's
contusion at 12:20 pc.m. Sunday LEEK, England (UPI)—
his stepfather, Tommy Thur- Clubs held at Eddyvill
stickers, inspection
e on
A
over the state Friday Highs John DeWater 753-4588.
WORTH REPEATING
after being injured in a car ac- resident Sunday solved
mond. He was accidentally shot Thursday.
stickers,
and
other
mainly in the 80s Wednesday and
the
The theme of the School will be by
Past
bucket
ashes,
of
is
a
cident.
his
step brother, Phil Thur- Those attending were Mrs. 110 live
violations of persons
vanishing milk bottle mystery
Thursday rising to the 806 and "Go With God's Word". The
not in your yesterday,
mond, age seventeen, in the yard Charles Knott, Mrs. Harold noir just
Also on Sunday Clyde Evitts of He saw a dog carry a
driving vehicles in the city,
bottle
low 901 Friday. Lows in the 601 to church is located at the corner of
for tomorrow, hut in
Almo was treated for a laceration from a doorstep, smash it
of the Thurmond home, ac- Wilkinson, Mrs. Gerald Ray, and the here
according to Chief of Police
near 70.
on a
and now
Chestnut and Cherry Streets.
of
cording to Sheriff Steele
the
head.
He
was
-lames
reported
M. Brown.
Mrs Ed Russell.
sidewalk and lap up its
Carl Sandburg
injured in a car accident.
contents.
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Increase July 1
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On Tuesday

Three Month
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Murray Lions Club
To Meet Tuesday

Mrs. Joyce Haley
Patient, Memphis

Murray Man
Expires Sunday

Bible School Will
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Emmanuel Church
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The Weather
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Hold Bible School
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The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
Is tWe Integrity of its Newspaper

Honor grad
uncorks
big blast
at schools

\alls vA\411
\I
641?\‘+

Gingles Wallis has been elected to fill the vacancy created by
the death of J. D. Sexton on the Board of Directors of the Bank of
Murray.
, Danny Cunningham and Jimmy Story are pictured with the
• aque the FFA chapter of Calloway County High School won in
Ahe District Community project sponsored by the FFA.
William D. Medearis of Toledo,Ohio, will be the speaker at the
jewel meeting of the Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ June
II44. He formerly served as minister of that church from 1952-55
John C. Winter of the Fine Arts Department of Murray State
College played a dedicatory program of organ music at the nee
sanctuary of the Unity United Church of Christ at Paducah or
June 11.

Some highlights:.
"When we ask questions on how to stop or
pregnancy. the
avoid
teachers are not allowed
to tell us much more
than 'take a cold shower.' If they do. they are
subject to punishment
by the hypocrites in the
district office who still
think that babies come
from storks.
"When we ask important
questions_ alletut

20 Years Ago Today

ity

LIDO= a MIMI 11111

Ne•v•pen•

by Carl Riblet Jr.

▪•

• • The most conspicuous enemy of the motorist is not
-the traffic cop, but the traffic engineer. The
policeman only pinches us for breaking traffic
regulation; the traffic engineer is the one who
makes the regulations and sometimes we wonder
about him: Is he normal'? Does he have all his
marbles, so to speak?

'.JIME A POPULAR ONE
The Week In Review

Thursday Train Wreck Was
Worst In U.S. In 10 Years
Installed at the field as
By H. J. HELLER
requested.
United Press Interaational
Around the world:
When Henry Haney, engineer
New York: Municipal workof the "City of New Orleans,"
opened bridges and blocked
realized his train was in trouble era
thoroughfares into Manhattan,
he reached for the emergency creating a massive traffic snarl
brake,
in an effort to force state
But Haney was too late—the legislature
a
approval of
passenger train traveling about pension plan. The workers
90 miles an hour had left the ended their job action without
.
tracks sending the brown and having
achieved their stated
orange cars flying..
.
Eleven persons died- anditiAstimigtotc
n.e;

position on bilateral withdrawals.
PARIS: United States and
Japan agreed on an accord
returning Okinawa to Japanese
2ontrol after 25 years of
American occupation.

NEWS SUMMARY

set,'

COURT—The Court of Appeals has appointed Circuit Judge W.
M.Gardner, West Liberty, as a commissioner of the high court to
replace Watson Clay, who retires Sept. 17. The court also named
Deputy Atty. Gen. Howard Trent as administrator of the courts of
Kentucky,to replace Astor Hogg,who will retire Nov. 30.
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Barbara Frierchi• which really dkIn't hapown.
By JERRY KLEIN
Written Especially for Central Press and This Newspaper
SINCE June 14 is National Flag Day you'll be hearing fanciful stories in connection with Old Glory. But too many of
them are just fables, fictional folk tales that sprang up over the
years and were popularized through repetition—though there
may be hardly a shread of truth to them!
Judge Waiter B. Jones of Montgomery, Ala., County Circuit
Court drew up a list of so-called "facts" about our flag which
simply aren't true. Here, in observance of the holiday, are some
flag fallacies that apperently are in need of correction:
As the story goes, the first Stars and Stripes was made in
1776 by Betsy Ross at the request of a Federal committee that
included such founding fathers as George Washington and Benjamin Franklin. Not so, said the
Every schoolchild has read
judge, "the legend does not
Whittier's
Greenleaf
have any historical record be- James
poem, "Barbara Frietchie." It
hind it."
during the Civil War,
fallacy tells how,
oft-heard
Another
a brave woman in Hagerstown,
about our flag is that President
Md., challenged Confederate
Lincoln during the Civil War
soldiers to shoot her rather than
started the habit of standing to
take down Old Glory from her
attention when "The Star-Spanhouse.
gled Banner" is played. ActuThis story is said to be pure
ally, it seems this custom is
fiction. The Confederates didn't
traced back to Daniel Webster
came within 10 blocks of the
who began it in the 18503 while
Frietchie house. Besides, she
the Swedish nightingale, singer
was about 90 years old, was
Jenny Lind, was making a resick in bed and couldn't even
cital tour of the United States
walk to her window, much less
and beginning her program
threaten the invading soldiers.
with a stirring rendition of the
Incidentally, it's correct to
patriotic song, later to become
think that Old Glory is not supthe national anthem.
posed to fly between sunset and
• • •
sunrise. However, there are a
SOME people believe the de- handful of places in the United
sign of our flag comes origin- States where it does remain unally from the coat-of-arms of furled right around the clock.
the Washington family, which These are the Capitol in Washalso contains stars and stripes. ington; the grave of Francis
This notion was popularized in Scott Key, author of —The Starthe 1870s via a play written by Spangled Banner," in Frederan English dramatist named Ick, Md.; Fort McHenry and
Martin F. Tupper. But this leg- Flag House Square in Baltiend "rests on coincidence' and 're. mind taw AWar Msxaoriai
no econneetteal with reality! itri Worcester. M.
,
hitir

ye shut
But woe unto you,scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for
up the kingdom of heaven against men: for ye neither go in
yourselves, neither suffer ye them that are entering to go in.—
Matthew 23:13.
It is bad to keep away from Christ ourselves, but it is worse to
keep others from Him.

GOING HOME — Formal
agreement will be signed
in Washington and Tokyo
simultaneously June 17 to
return Okinawa to Japanese control. The United
States has held control of
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the island since early 1945
when World War II assault
troops stormed the beaches.

Phone 753-9999

The 552-foot Russian freighter
Suleyman Stalaskiye is being detained in San Francisco By (above) until a
federal judge :lets' on a Massachuietts lobsterman's 8377,055 lawsuit against
the Soviet government. The ship. which operate:, hoween Japan and the U.S.
West Coast, was made the target of the suit betaii,i‘. the lobsterman said in New
was the first Russian vessel we coo 1 , 1 find." several American
avciffirri.
lob-tei vessels have to-en involved in incident, with liossian vessels off Massa01,,,eits tor the past two 'and t41 1.- fl.lIf months.
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News
—Soviet leader
MOSCOW
Leonid I. Brezhnev on a
withclrawl of naval power from
the Mediterranean:
"We have never thought and
do not think now that it is an
ideal situation when the navies
of the great powers sail for
long periods at the other ends
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Homer is 18.He got his blue eyes from his mothe
and the black ones from his Father
e•

Homer

The Rabeldon begins at home
A NAT/ORVAL GENERAL FRC URES RELEASE
,
EEO/RV/COLOR
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MONITOR, W.Va. —Lewis
Veres, a witness to the fiery
death of a young truck driver
after a gas explpsion at the
American Oil Co. plant in
Monitor, W.Va.:
"That boy was burning up,
and be gan crying for mercy,
but nobody could get to him.
The fire was just too intense."

TONITE ft TUE.

Behind every"successful" man is an
understanding woman...or two...or three!
N A EJAV,O I WOLPER P,orko

ELLIOTT GOULD "I LOVE MY...WIFE 91
• uoitviltIAL 00C16•11
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WASHINGTON —The Rev.
Dr. Edward G. Latch in the
wedding ceremony of Tricia
Nixon and Edward Finch Cox:
"Love each other, but do not
make a bond of your love.
Stand together, but not too near
together just as the pillars of a
temple stand apart yet stand
together"
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Open 7:30-Start Dusk
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Nothing has been left out of"The Adventurers"
JOSEPH L LiVINE PRESENTS
TIM LEWIS GILBERT FILM OF

THE ADVENTURERS
Band to he lb* TVE ADVENTISM
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A drawing illustrating this Meted sheet

of the world, away from their
native coasts."
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By United Press International

RATES—The state Insurance Department has rescinded rate
increases won last year by firms writing three-fourths of the
crime insurance in Kentucky. The reason—the companies were
making too much profit, Comnfissioner Robert Preston said.

401 IttiNf r Ms\

Nixon'!"

Today is Monday, June 14,
he 165th day of 1971.
The moon is between its full
e anti last quarts*.
Age
are
stars
morning
Mercury, Venus, Mars and
Saturn.
The evening star is Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Gemini.
American novelist Harriet
Beecher Stowe, author of Uncle
Tom's Cabin, was born June 14,
1811.
On this day in history:

Developing Agencies, headed the U. S. delegation of more than 3t
economic and trade development directors

m

drugs. for example, do
they send us a doctor?
No. they send us a cop
with a gun and a badge
and he implies that one
puff on a joint and we're
hooked on heroin for
life. If that were true,
one half of us here tonight would be junkies."
Miss Hirsch, who has a
scholarship to Reed College, told her startled
audience of students and
parents that "we're not
ungrateful snobs, we're
not criminals, we're not
bomb-throwers, w e 'r e
not insane and we are
not your enemies. We
are your children. And
when we become angry
and when we cry out, It
is because we feel pain.
"How can you ignore
us and listen to Richard

The Almanac
By United Press International

almost 100 were injured in the 'Nixon lifted the embargo an
the
of
derailment
trade between the United States
Central train in what authori- and Communist China in what
ties described as the nation's was described as the friendliest
most deadly rail mishap in 10 gesture an American president
'"Go north,' the sign said, but
years.
which way is north without a compass?"
has made to the Communist
An official of the IC said a country since Mao Tse-tung
—Driver's lament.
locked rear wheel on the lead
took over in 1949.
STATE GOvIPJIMENTS diesel had caused the disaster.
MOSCOW: Soviet Premier
alai OF litTIVITY
Two air crashes this week Kosygin said the Soviet Union
lel MAY
added to the list of dead was willing to reduce its armed
By Gary G. Huddleston
involving commercial transpor- forces in Europe if the NATO
In 1775 the U.S. Army was
tation.
countries display a "sincere'
l74—Gov. Louie B. Nunn urged the Historical Events
founded when Congress authorNear Duarte, Calif. 49 perCelebration Commission to go to the people to determine what sons died in an Air West DC9 SURVIVORS' BENEFITS
ized the recruitment of 10
each area and community can best contribute to the Festival jetliner which practically disinWASHINGTON (UPI) —Con- companies of riflemen to serve
Kentucky '74 celebrations. The commission was established to tegrated after colliding with an gress has been asked by the one year.
plan the state's participation in the 200th anniversary of the F4 Phantom jet. The only administration to pass legisla- In 1777 the "Stars and
founding of Harrodsburg, the oldest settlement west of the survivor was a radarman tion that would pay survivors of Stripes" became the national
.Alleghenies,and the 100th running of the Kentucky Derby in 19714. aboard the Marine fighter- any state or local police officer flag.
In 1940 the Germans entered
bomber who parachuted to killed in the line of duty $50.000.
• WATER—The state Health Department asked the En- safety. The pilot died in the
Attorney General John N Paris at dawn and began World
?•-• vironrnental Protection Agency to check drinking water supplies crash.
Mitchell sent a covering letter War II occupation of the
in 36 Kentucky communities. Three engineers from the federal
The other air crash involved with the request, saying recent French capital.
agency will check public, semi-public and rural water systems, an Allegheny Airlines propjet slayings of officers in New In 1951 Sen. Joseph. Mcincluding those in Lexington and Louisville.
with 31 persons aboard which York City and Washington Carthy, R-Win., charged Defense
.•
MarGeorge
crashed and burned after demonstrated "the risk of Secretary
MEDICAL—Governor Nunn dedicated a $1 million health oc- hitting overhead wires while lethal violence faced daily by cause" with Josef Stalin of
cupations center in Madisonville and said it would help remedy making a landing attempt at peace officers in city after city Russia during and after World
the greatest shortage of personnel—that of allied health fog-shrouded Tweed-New Haven across the country."
War U.
the medical field today. The center offers (Conn.) Airport.
GET SANTORINI / —The St.
: professionals—in
training for medical assistants, licensed practical nurses, X-ray
Louis Cardinals Friday ac- A thought for today: Henry
Three persons survived the quired pitcher Al Santorini David Thoreau said, "Philantechnologists, lab technicians and related fields.
crash which the airport mana- from the San Diego Padres in thropy is almost the only virtue
INVEST—Commerce Commissioner Paul W. Grubbs recently ger said might have been exchange for outfielder Leron which is sufficiently appreciat
instrument
an
if
took part in an "Invest in the U.S.A." conference in Munich, avoided
Lee and left-handed pitcher ed by mankind.- •
been
had
Germany. Grubbs, who is president of the National Assn. of State landing system
Fred NKORMAN.
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school system, which she
termed a 13-year stretch
of baby-sitting.
She attacked -pencilpushing" administrators
on a variety of topics.
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Isn't It The Truth!
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.•Ago

Dwight D. Crisp, former Calloway Countian and son of Mrs. J
-A.Crisp of this county, will represent the Boy Scout organizatior
self New York and New Jersey at the International Boy Scow
',Jamboree in Bad Ishel, Austria.
The third annual Kentucky Lake Field Days, sponsored by the
-04k&oway County Conservation Club, will be held June 16 and 17 at
-ISM Irvin Cobb Resort.
Among those attending the Southern Baptist Convention in San
Francisco, California, are Dr. and Mrs. H. C. Chiles and
daughter, Shirley Joyce, and Rev. and Mrs. Wendell H. Hone and
Kyle,Da Fay,and Wendell,Jr., all of Murray.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.and Mrs. Billy Edmonds on
June 6, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Tress on June 8, and a girl to
_-Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Darnell on June 8.

"Facts" About Our Flag
That Are Really False

JOSE. CAL
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dent
turned the San Jose
High School commencement exercises into a
full-blast attack oft 'the
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Orioles Are On The Way
Up, Lead Detroit By 4/
1
2

Baseball
Standings
Murray Little League
Standings, June 7-11
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Legion Opens Season
WicOstme?cet

By VITO STELLINO
to keep being the top winner. TEAM
UPI Sports Writer
Weekend
Wins
4
Mike Cuellar is making his Dave McNally is 9-4 and Jim Cubs
Randy
1
1134
l
nuie tcaPled4PstiPl
Astros
3
move and it's not a mere Palmer 9-3.
batters and hurled a three-bitter they beat Mayfield 10-7 on a home then Robinson stepped up and
2
coincidence that the Baltimore
In other games, Kansas City Twins
over the right
lured Press International in leading the Murray American run by Charlie
A's
Robinson in the blasted the ball
2
Orioles are coming right along edged
Boston
4-3, Detroit
•
field fence.
Leading Batters
Legion
baseball
team
to
a
15-0
eighth
inning.
Nets
2
2
with him.
outslugged Minnesota 9-5, New
Robinson also added a triple
National League
battering of the Milan, Tenn.,
Mayfield grabbed the lead with
By DICK DEW
1 3
And you don't have to worry York downed Oakland 5-1, Cards
G. AB R. H. Pct, team here Saturday night.
2 runs in the bottom of the third during the game and Monty
UPI Sports Writer
1 3
about hearing anymore of those Washington beat California 5-2 Reds
Davis, LA
60 241 38 86 .357 Oliver was also the big man at Inning and added 3 more in the Cathey had two hits for Murray.
1 3 SUTTON, Mass. (UPI)"What's
Wrong
With
the and Cleveland blanked Mil- Yanks
Brock, St.L
Murray collected 10 hits and
61 253 51 89 .352 the plate for Murray with 3 hits bottom of the seventh while
was
she
said
Whitworth
Kathy
Orioles" questions that were so waukee 11-0.
errors,
three
59 236 36 83 .352 followed by Mitch Ward, John Murray could only manage a committed
nervous, tense, gambling, cau- Bckrt, Chi
Batting Averages
popular in the first month of In the National League, Los
Torre, St1
62 239 37 84 .351 Rayburn and Danny Osborne single run in each of the fourth, Mayfield had 11 hits and made 3
before
and,
scrambling
tious,
Based
on
at
least
8
times
at
bat
the season The answer is Angeles routed Mcintreal 7-1,
errors. In Saturday's game,
62 261 45 91 .349 with two hits apiece. One of fifth and seventh innings.
she was through, richer by Garr, Atl
nothing.
Cincinnati edged Chicago 4-3 in
Alou, Hou
49 177 14 59 .333 Osborne's safties was a home
Mitch Ward, John Williams, Murray had 15 hits and 1 error
.625 $7,950.
Traditionally a slow starter, 11 innings, Pittsburgh beat St. Benny Pittman(Cubs)
Staub, Mont
55 194 34 63 .325 run.
and Danny Osborne opened up while Milan had 3 hits and 2
.583 The 31-year -old Miss WhitCuellar was only 2-1 until May Louis 8-4, Atlanta
routed Jeff Oakley(Astros)
Snglln, Pt
Sunday
.324
56
216
23
70
afternoon,
the
-darkened
Murray
sun
worth,
a
tall,
the eighth inning with singles and errors.
.530
12 but since then he's rattled Houston 9-0, San Diego out- Lindsey Hudspeth(Cubs)
Mays, SF
55 186 36 60 .323
.500 veteran of 12 years on the
off eight straight victories and lasted Philadelphia 9-8 and New Dan Richerson(Nets)
43 156 17 50 .321
her Pptn, Chi
he boosted his record ton10-1 York nipped San Francisco S-4 Mickey McCui.ston(Yanks) .482 Ladies Pro Tour, collected
American
League
championship
LPGA
second
Eddie
Rollins
(Astros)
.455
Sunday be beating the Chicago in 10 innings.
G. AB R. H. Pct.
.455 Sunday despite the problems
White Sox 2-1 on an eight-hitter.
Willie Horton drove in five Tim Lane(Nats
52 205 39 76 .371
•
.444 she said had marked her game Oliva, Min
Meanwhile, the Orioles are runs with a homer, double and Brad Taylor(Reds)
Mrcr, NY
58 206 35 74 .359
tourfour-day
the
throughout
Doug
Allison
(
.444
Reds)
looking like a club with an single as the Tigers routed
'A
!Celine, Det
51 168 33 54 .321
.444 nament.
excellent chance of becoming Minnesota with a 16-hit attack. Terry Vance(Reds)
Tovar,
Min
58
240
35
75
.313
reliever Chuck Taylor with a
Kathy, already the all-time
By JOE CARNICELLI
Game Scores
the first non-Yankee team since The triumph moved the Tigers
minor league and major league,l ed
Rchrdt, Chi
45 167 16 52 .311
single and one out later, Hebner
UPI Sports Writer
the 1929-1931 Athletics to win into second place but they're Cubs 8, Athletics 1; Cards 6, money-winning leader, had been Bfrd,Bal
45 175 46 54 .309 Earl Williams is showing the pitching is that if Big League iced the victory with his sixth
three straight American League going to have a tough time Nets 4; Astros 2, Reds 1; Twins third on the current earnings Hwrd, Wash
55 211 21 65 .308 Atlanta Braves that he's a pitcher wants to pitch you a I homer.
fat
the
collected
until
she
list
Cards
Yanks
9;
Yanks
19,
2;
12,
keeping
close to Baltimore,
pennants.
certain way, he can," said)
F. Rbnsn, Bal 45 159 27 19 .308 splendid student.
Ken Singleton, who slammed
Trailing by a half-game nine which meets the Brewers, Cubs 8, Reds 5; A's 7, Twins 6; first-place purse, second-largest Smith, Bos
Williams."That's when I come to
58
231
41
71
.307
with
a
. r earlier in the
year,
this
22
-year-old
Williams,
a two-run home
tour
rookie
a
the
of
Aaron
like
Cepeda
days ago and by four games as Yankees and Senators in its Nats 2, Astros 0.
for
people
or
four-stroke victory over Kathy B. Rbnsn, Bal 56 217 30 66 .304 who took over third base when help. When I'm going to see a game, drove in Bud Harrelson
recently as May 28, the Orioles next 11 games.
Otis, KC
51 204 34 62 .304 Clete Boyer was released, has
now have won 10 of 11 and lead
Kansas City continues to be By United Press International Mn.
pitcher for the first time, I ask from third base with a sacrifice
Home Rams
League
National
resTex.,
Richardson,
fly in the 10th inning to lift the
been seeking advice from Hank them
The
Detroit in the east by 41
/
2 the surprise of the league. 'The
East
' ifwhat
he h"
he throws
ident did a little scrambling in NATIONAL LEAGUE: Star- Aaron and Orlando Cepeda, two any trick pitches
Mets past San Francisco.
games. Boston has lost 11 of its Royals beat the faltering Red
and
to
W. L Pct. GB the late stages of her latest gell, Ptt 21; Aaron, AU 19; of the National League's most expect.
Harrelson led off the 10th
last 14 and has slipped to third, Sox for their llth victory in
38 23 .623 ... victory after leading the final Bench, CM 16; Bonds, SF 15; feared sluggers, on batting
with a double and Al Weis was
their last 12 games. It left the Pittsburgh
five games back.
1
2 round by as much as _Ave Cepeda, At! and Williams, Chi techniques. He put their advice Bobby
33 23 .589 2/
Valentine' another walked intentionally. Ed KraheCuellar, who is now 57-20 in Royals just five games behind New York
highly-touted rookie, drove in
14.
35
27
.565
3
/
1
2
Louis
St.
pool sacrificed
into
action
Sunday
and
when
Donn
he
strokes.
the last three years for Oakland in the West. Jerry
four runs with his first major
29 31 .483 8/
1
2 Kathy, who won the Lady AMERICAN LEAGUE: Cash, drove in six runs with a pair of
Clendenon also was walked
Baltimore since being obtained May snapped a 3-3 tie with a Chicago
league
homr
and
a
single
and
24 30 .444 10/
1
2 Carling by six strokes the week Det 14; Horton, Det and Oliva, three-run homers to power the
intentionally to load the bases
from Houston (would you run-scoring single in the sixth Montreal
Minn 13; Jackson, Oak 12; Braves to a 9-0 victory over the went 4-for-4 as the Dodgers R
.397
13
/
1
2
Philadelphia
23
35
bef
y.ore Singleton's game-winning
satisfied
entirely
before,
was
and
Tom
Burgmeier
believe for Curt Blefary?),
saved the
swept Montreal.
West
Houston Astros.
with her winner's check, which Smith, Bos and Otis, KC 11.
thrives in the warm weather. game with three innings of oneValentine
followed
Wes
ParkRana Batted In
W. L. Pct. GB came from Eve Cigarettes,
Williams, a 6-foot-3, 215Bobby Bonds and Ken l*n"Sometimes the warmer hit relief.
NATIONAL LEAGUE: Star- pounder, gave the Braves a 3-0 er's single and a walk in the derson had homers for the
San Francisco
40 23 .635 ... sponsors of the tournament.
Fritz
Peterson
pitched
a
weather is
Cuellar's best
giving Giants
33 28 .541 6
in the game, which Was
A winner of 58 career gel, Pitt 57; Aaron, At! 49; lead in the second inning with second with his homer'
weapon," claims catcher Andy seven-hitter and Roy White Loa Angeles
Torre, St. L 45; Santo, Chi 42; his first homer and then closed Los Angeles a 3-1 lead and he held up for more than two
Houston
30
31
.492
9
tournaments,
insisted
Kathy
Etchebarren, "the warmer the drove in three runs with a
singled
in
another
run in the hours between the seventh and
29 34 .460 11 she had not been hitting the Cepeda, AU 41.
Atlanta
out the scoring with a 400-foot
weather, the better he gets his sacrifice fly and a double as
AMERICAN LEAGUE: Kille- shot in the seventh. Aaron also eighth. Maury Wills also drove
.417
13
/
1
2
Cincinnati
25
35
e ninth innings because of
during
ball
the
LPGA
well
test,
the
Yankees downed Oakland.
fast balls across. Half his
in a pair of runs for the
21 40 .344 18 but her putter saved her. "I brew, Minn 48; Petroelli, Bos hit his 19th for the Braves.
rain.
pitches today were fast balls The A's have now lost three of San Diego
Dodgers.
Sunday's Results
wM
May
ith th
siengw
led
moing
homerooPete
have always said that if you and White, NY 43; Bando, Oak Pat Jarvis pitched a five- Richie
is
but he also mixed his curve ball their last four.
Hebner's three-run
38; Powell and F. Robinson, hitter, allowing only one runner
Montreal
Angeles
1
7
Los
with
Rose
three-putting,
can
avoid
you
Sam
McDowell
pitched
a twoand screwball exceptionally
homer
highlighted
a
five-run
Det
36.
Horton,
Bolt
and
past second base, to record his
the top of the 11th to boost the
can stay right in it. I did it
hitter for his sixth straight N.Y. 5 S.F. 4 (10•inns)
well."
Pitching
second victory of the season ninth-Mning rally that carried onRedsa
S.D. 9 Phil. 8
over Chioefcoarego.mayRosnen
once today and twice before in
Cuellar is going to well that victory as the Indians routed
the
Pirates
past St. Louis and opened the inning with
NATIONALLEAUE: Dierk- against seven losses.
Cth 4 Chicago 3 (11 inns)
an
the
tournament
and
that's
all,
the
Brewers.
Graig
Nettles
and
coach George
Bamberger
er, Hou 10-2; Carlton, St. L 10- Elsewhere in the NL, Los spoiled Steve Carlton's bid to infield hit a
Pittsburgh 8 St. Louis 4
and move to second
that's the difference."
thinks he has a chance to win Frank Baker drove in three
become
the
league's
first
11Atlanta 9 Houston 0
sacrifice
Kathy admitted taking a "fat 3; Jenkins, Chi 10-6; Ellis, Pitt Angeles drubbed Montreal 7-1, tame winner
30 games. Cuellar shurgs at the runs each to highlight a 15-hit
this season,
Today's Probable Pitchers
an
Ferguson
gamble" on the 320-yard 15th 9-3; Seaver, NY 8-2; Stoneman, Pittsburgh ripped St. Louis 8-4 St. Louis led
possibility but Bamberger says, attack.
4-3 entering the jenkt
2 into centepitchbry.
New York edged San Francisco ninth when consecutive
Atlanta ( N iekro 4-6) at hole when her tee shot lit in a Mont and Marichal, SF 8-4.
singles n t
"He has a good chance to win Toby Hurrah's first major
blue,
Oak
league;
Chicago (Pappas 6-6).
5-4 in 10 innings, Cincinnati
Bob Barton, pinch hitting for
water hazard. But she recov- American
30 games if he wins five of his league homer, a two-run shot,
by Dave Cash, Gene Clines and
Los Angeles (Sutton 4-6) at ered well enough to escape with 13-2; Cuellar, Balt 10-1; Pal- shaded Chicago 4-3 in 11 innings
a pinch-hitter, stroked a twonext seven starts up to the All- sparked a three-tun Washington
and San Diego outlasted Phi- Roberto Clemente tied the run double in the eighth inning
New York (Seaver 6-2), night. a bogey five and coasted to
Star game." He adds, "Cuellar rally in the second inning and
score and Willie Stargell's
iedber‘
M
mcN
e,
Hunte
r all
Ba
y,
Br, 08
itBa
and
lt a
Sn
9-3
k
;
,
ladelphia 9-8.
(Moose
Pittsburgh
5-3)
at
to give San Diego the victory
when
victory
top
challenger
is normally a slow starter but the Senators went on to beat
sacrifice fly put Pittsburgh
94.
Det
Lolich,
(Billingham
night.
Houston
3-6),
Sandra
blew
up
Haynie
with a
"'The big difference between ahead. Manny Sanguillen greet- over the Phillies. Barton,
Angels.
Veteran
Jim
his 10-1 record speaks for the
batting for announced pinchMaloney, now 0-3, took the loss, San Francisco (Perry 6-4) at bogey on the 16th and double
itself."
hitter Larry Stahl, doubled with
staff,
Oriole
while Casey Cox got the win in Philadelphia (Wise 6-4), night. bogey on the 17th.
Of course, on the
Cincinnati (Grimsley 3-1) at Miss Ahern, whose $5,800
two out after Dave Campbell
cuehar must xeop winning Nat relief•
et Leulliffitems 41L-0), night.
walked and Don Mason beat out
seconci-plaeo • money markoci
San Diego (Kiri* 4-5) at her biggest payday in five
a bunt.
Montreal (Morton 5-8), night.
years on the tour. bogeyed
Clarence Gaston had a threethree times in a four-hole
run homer and drove in four
Tuesday's Games
stretch on the back nine but
runs for the Padres.
San Diego at Montreal, night
rallied for two pars and birdie
playoff.
By ROYAL BRIGHTBILL
LA. at New York, night
to take over the runnerup spot
CHARLOTTE,
N.
C.
(UMPlayer, whose 12-foot putt for
Phil.,
night
S.F.
at
Miss
Whitworth
shot
74
for a
Murray State golf team, with 150
By M. C. Garrott
44-72-7041-277
Art
Weissogi. 130.0M
U. 11.154
288 total, four under par for the Torn Weiskopf, $30,000 richer a birdie in the sudden-death 1.10f,
7B4640-211
The other four qualifiers were: Atlanta at Chicago
Treuline, 111.000
Hoed. .iibngon.
*14
7145.71-70-277
today because of an eight-foot was off by inches, called the Joie Deedless. 111,600
Broca Cromotoo.$911.364
71.
Cinc. at St. Louis, night
tournament,
while
Miss
Ahern
72474949-20
Mike
Shelbourne,
Paxton
Pierer,
Park
60430
Garr
Murray's Johnny Quertermous
71-779
69-6t-71
Bi
tirr1Vetw
deb Lunn, 13,450
irr,'SE& .
tt5
.
-.9,
Pitts. at Houston, night
had a 75 for 292 and Miss birdie putt in a one-hole sudden- playoff "an absolute joke."
69-711-71-S-9-2/9
Rd Funseith, 17.436
Ted Hams, 11,133
led the way this past weekend as Paducah; Roy Boisture, Marion
73-71413-71-214
72-7041-70-279
RIB Mossenoole, 11,133
George lonnsen, 55.450
__ 91-71-114
Haynie a 74 for 293 to tie death playoff for the Kemper
61- 072-64-2010
Jim Colbert, 11,133 .
_or,v M•nson, $3,919
eight young West Kentucky and Jim Musgove, Paducah
73an-.2-281
Heweil Froser, 1439 .
lob Clerics. 53,911
Saturday's Results
r-73-71-211
Sandra Post Elliot and young Open title, says he would prefer "You can go in against a 20 late
2
MP-gilt:f
erskey, 51,919
lobar Mitchell, Mt
golfers qualified for berths in this Country Club, all with 152's, and
10-10.71-2-250
handicapper and still lose," he Lerma Zertey, 53.919
HIS, Rover, 4939
playoffs to go 18 holes.
1
N.Y.
5
S.F.
Janie
Blalock
in
third
place.
Cameron
sraold Palmer, 92.910
Love, Marion, with 154
Don $ikes. 1,
939
year's Kentucky State Golf
_orry Ziemer, 62,900
Grier Jones, S927
7114.
Chic 5 Cinc. 2
Kathy will be hunting for her "When you've got four guys said. "You should have at least Bob
7l.;4-69-37-281
IS,. Sto:kten, $744
Rosburg, $2,900
.71Association Amateur Cham- The state amateur tournament
6941673-72-212
In
playoff."
000
a
playoff,
Rudeien.
11,225
it's
Meson
like
Smith,
3764
a
nine-hole
shooting
Montreal
3
L.A.
5
fourth
straight
tournament
,349-7347-2•2
ono Rodgers. 12,173
Julies Bores, 1744
pionship tournament in the is scheduled for June 22-25 in
71-70-71-70--X1
Jerry Heard, 1.744
Greene, $3325
Phil. 3 San Diego 0
victory in the Heritage Open in craps," the 28-year-old pro Player, Douglass and Trevi- Bert
BIN Breek. 1744
Jon* Mow 12423
tct
Section One 36-hole trials at the Lexington.
golfer from Bedford, Ohio, said. no, who helped Weiskopf with Lou Graham, 91,554
Ho• Irwin, 1744
3
St.
Louis
Pitt.
4
72.71-71-70-114
Connecticut
this
week
72-73-49
10c* Rhein. VIA
Bud Allis, 11.351
74-71-71411-Se
Calloway County Country Club The golfers playing here this
earlier
"A
72-71 71
5-Won sudelen-d•ath playoff.
guy
week
would
game
hole
a
Dick Lotz, $1451
putting
it
in
Atlanta
from
Houston
his
2
3
Women
pro
golfers have won
weekend and their scores are:
here.
American League
at Atlanta, each picked up
four straight on four occasions the fairway, you know." - •
Young
Quertermous,
a John Quertermous, 75-72---147;
Weiskopf sank the birdie on 811,600 for getting into the
East
over
nobody
the
has
but
years
Kirk
Jones, 73-75-148; Tom
member of the Murray State
W. L. Pct. GB ever taken five in succession, a the par five 15th hole at Quail playoff.
University golf team, went into Whittemore, 74-75--149; David
Baltimore
36 20 .643 ... record Miss Whitworth hopes to Hollow Country Club in a
Sunday's play trailing the Buckingham, 74-76--150; Mike
playoff with Dale Douglass, the In the sudden death, each ot
Detroit
33 26 .559 41
/
2 rewrite shortly.
Shelbourne,
74-78-152;
Roy
Saturday leader, Kirk Jones of
1969 Kemper champ, South the players made it to the
Boston
32
26
.552
5
Jim
Hopkinsville by two strokes Boisture, 75-77-152;
African Gary Player and Lee green of the 599-yard double
Cleveland
28 29 .491 81
/
2
before posting an even par 72 to Musgove, 78-74-152; Cameron
Trevino, all who had 72-hole dogleg left fairway in regulaNew
27
York
32
458
101
/
2
go with his Saturday score of 75 Love, 78-76-154;
tion, but Weiskopf had the best
scores of 277, 11-under-par.
Washington
21 36 368 151
/
2
for 147 and the qualifying Hal Clampett, 80-75--155; Mark
Douglass had led from the 5th position, about eight feet from
West
Peel, 81-76-157; Dow Ryan, 78medalist honors.
hole, where he made an eagle, the pin.
W. L. Pct. GB
Jones started play Sunday as if 81-159; Hal Brown, 81-78-159; Oakland
but
fell apart on the back nine,
39
21
.650
First Douglass from 23 feet.
definitely headed for the top Jim Woods, 79-83-161; Jimmy Kansas City
taking bogeys on his last two
31
23
574
5
Trevino from 20 and
then
qualifier berth over the 6,270- Musgove, 83-79-152; Scott Minnesota
holes for a final round of 70,
28 32 467 11
One Rack
One Rack
Player missed the cup by
yard Calloway layout, going out Musgove, 8241-163; Tom California
two-under-par.
28
33
459
111
/
2
inches.
with a one-under-par 35. He Garrett, 85-85-170; Walter Chicago
Weiskopf, Trevino and Player
21 33 389 15
Junior & Misses
BOBBIE BROOKS
The first time I got behind
scored birdies on the 490-yard Powell, 88-88-176.
all started the final round eightMilwaukee
21 34 .382 151
/
2
ball I was shaking so bad I
the
first hole and the 525-yard third
Sunday's Results
The Women's Softball league under, two strokes behind Bob had to back away." Weiskopf
hole, but begeyed the relatively
New York 5 Oakland 1
opened
its season Thursday night Lunn, the second- and third- said. -I was in a very good
easy 320-yard sixth hole.
Washington 5 California 2
with
the
Carrico team winning round leader, and one shot back position because those guys
At this point. Jones was three
Kansas City 4 Boston 3
both games of a doubleheader. of Douglass.
putted first.
strokes ahead of Querten*us
Detroit 9 Minnesota 5
Lunn fell out of contention
The first game pitted "Ta Fa
-1 said to myself, 'You're the
and the rest of the field after'an
Cleveland 11 Milwaukee 0
Lamba" against Carrico, who with a round of 73 but last guy, just give it a good
young
Murrayan, playing
Baltimore 2 Chicago 1
picked up seven runs in the first Weiskopf, Trevino and Player shot, and it went in. Weiskopf
steadily, had carded a 37 with a
Two Racks
Today's Probable Pitchers
inning.
Carrico continued to pick all came in at 69 to force the smiled.
birdie on the first hole and bogeys
Junior & Misses
Minnesota (Perry 6-5) at up runs throughout the game and
MISSES
LOUISVILLE,
Ky. - West
on the 345-yard 4th hole and the
Cleveland (Foster 5-2), night.
ended
up
with
a
21-1 margin.
Kentucicy's entries in the Boys
405-yard fifth.
New York (Kekich 1-1) at The first game must have been
It was on the final nine that ingb School Tennis Tourna- Kanaas City (Hedlund 5-3),
just a warm up for the Carrico
LARGEST LAKE LOT SALE EVER HELD IN KENTUCKY
Jones became unglued and
ment all lost In first-round ac- night
nine as they romped to a 29-6
SATURDAY, JUNE W--H A.M.
Quertermous blazed in with a
tivity here Friday.
Chccago (Bradley 6-5) at victory over "Gamma Gamma
one-under-par 35 for his 147 total,
Murray's Mel Purcell drop- Detroit (Coleman 6-2), night.
Sigma Phi" in the nightcap.
On BARKLEY LAKE in Trigg County in the WOODLAND
getting birdies on the 298-yard
ped a 1-3, 1-1 match to BowlMilwaukee (Krausse 2-8) at In men's softball Thursday
HILLS SUBDIVISION SELLING: 263 lots including exdogleg 10th and the 560-yard 16th ing Green's Ross Boling in
Baltimore (Palmer 9-3), night. night, Dexter beat the Outsiders
clusive lake shore lots, plus lake view lots and secluded lots.
to offset a bogey on the 435-yard singles competition, while
Boston (Culp 7-4) at Califor- 13-1, Carrico's beat the Moose
One Rack
Part of the subdivision is for residential homes and part of it
15th.
One Rack
Caldwell County's doubles en- nia I Messersmith 5-6), night.
Lodge 12-1 and Duncans beat the
developed for mobile homes and trailers.
Jones, who led his Hopkinsville try of Bob Williams and WaiI Only Games Scheduled)
Keg Heads 23-10.
COTTON
TERMS: 20 percent down and 10 years to pay. SALE
High School golf team to the First ter Lee lost to Harvie WilkerIn the opening game, Red
and
LOCATION: on the lots.
Region championship last month, son and Tom Pones of LexingTuesday's Games
Conners and Clayton Stalls led
From Princeton, Ky • take No. 139 to No. 276 to No. 274. From
meanwhile had five pars on the ton Henry Clay, 6-3, 6-2.,
Washington t Oakland, night
Dexter with 3 hits each. Conners
Hopkinsville: take No. 68 to No. 274. Look for "Woodland
Boling tater lost In the semiback nine, but bogeyed 11, 12, 17
Boston at California, night
and Erwin Stalls each had a
Hills" signs. We will show all day before the auction and until
and 18 to finish with a four-over- final round, bin the WilkersonNew York at Kansas City, night home run.
sale time on June 19. "Inspect the lots, this is a sit down
par 40. This with his opened Jones doubles duo Is In today's
Chicago at Detroit, night
Joe Hobbs, Ellis and Newcomb
sale".
round 35, gave him a 75 and a 148 finals against Tom Tafel and
Minnesota at Cleveland, night led Carricos with three hits each
Auction by
total, one stroke behind Quer- Brian RecVar of Louisville St.
Baltimore,
Milwaukee
night
at
in
the second game. Frank
OWNER: BOB STORY
Xavier.
Open 8:00-6:00 Weekdays
termous.
Paschall,
Andrus,
Lamaster,
J.
T.
Sims,
Louisville
TrinThird place honors went to Tom
Saturday's Results
Little, Hart, and Todd each had
8:00-5:00 Saturday
ity, and Owensboro's David
Whittemore, playing out of the
Sale conducted by
Oakland 13 New York 3
IIIIIRTZ
one hit for the Moose.
Schell will clash in one semiPLENTY OF FREE PARKNG IN REAR
Paducah Country Club and a final singles bout
Milwaukee 4 Cleveland 2
Shelton, Jerry Duncan and
today, with
AUCTION AND REALTY COMPANY
Murray State student, with 149. Henderson City sophomore
Minnesota 5 Detroit 4
Kenny Duncan led the Duncans
He was followed by David Chet Algood and Louisville
Chicago 7 Baltimore 3
with 3 hits each in the nightcap
GEORGE M. KURTZ
Buckingham of the Oaks Country Ballard's Gary Piock set to
Kansas City 7 Boston 0
Kempton and Rowland led the
Club and also a member of the decide the other final slot.
MMrilts, By, Moo 133-6P16
Washington 3 California 2
Keg Heads with 1 hit each
Locinistration Bid
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Weislippf Birdie Blitz
Wins Kernper On Sunday

Quertermous Leads
Amateurs Saturday

Kemper Open's Best

:
77,41
449_

Campus Casual's

BACK TO SCHOOL
REDUCTION SALE

Softball
Teams Play
Thursday

Tiger Duo,
Purcell
Net Losses

SPORTSWEAR

1/
2 Price

AUCTION

DRESSES.
1h

Price

SPORTSWEAR PANT SUITS
1/3 off
1/2 Price

SLACKS

TOPS
1/3 Off

L

DUSTERS

1/
4 Off
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September Wedding Planned

The Euzelian Sunday School
Clam of the First Baptist Church
will have a potluck supper at the
fellowship hall of the church at
6:30 p.m.

By Abigail Van Buren
(and still
DEAR ABBY: One thing I've always wished
of the
member
or
friend
a
dies,
someone
when
do) is that
and
book
address
person's
dead
family would go thru that
died.
notify everyone listed there that that person has
that
It is so embarrassing to find out in February
October.
in
died
card
Christmas
a
sent
you
someone to whom
When there is a death, so many friends ask,''What can I
for them.
to
do help" Weil, I think this would be a good jab
FLA.
AUGUSTINE,
ST.
What do ycu think?
it
instances
DEAR SAINT: I Medi that in se oat of ISO
one's
in
addresses
and
anuses
the
Bea
idea.
lovely
would be a
er
address book are the private business of the owner, living
listed
dead. And I would net presume to "aotify" all those
there of the person's death. fl can think of more serious
embarrassments than learning that someone to whom you
sent a Christmas card bad died before Christmas.]

By ELEANOR B.
RODGERSON,M. D.
Copley News Service

The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
the WSCS of the First United
Methodist Church will have a
potluck supper at the church at
6.30 p.m.

She wants to help
in time of need

Q. What are the signs and
symptoms of early pregnancy?
A. In a normal pregnancy,
menstruation ceases. The
lining of the uterus has
prepared for the implantation
of the fertilized egg and it does
not slough off this time. As has
been said, "Menstruation is the
weeping of a disappointed
uterus." With pregnancy, it is
fulfilled. The breasts will
become engorged and tender.
There may be urinary
frequency from pressure of the
uterus on the bladder. Around
six weeks,a woman may notice
malaise and a feeling of
nausea. She may or may not
vomit in the mornings or when
she is tired. She may feel as she
does before a menstrual period.

The Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Holmes Dunn at 7:30 p.m.
The Olga Hampton BW of the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at the church at seven
p.m. with Mrs. Eugene Jones u
program leader.
Girl Scout Day Camp will open
at the campsite by the Jaycee
Farigrourxis at 8:30 an.

DEAR ABBY: When I read the letter from the bachelor
who said he wouldn't mind marrying a woman with children,
and the more the merrier, I accused my husband of writing
it.
When he read your reply, the damned fool went to the
gime and called his friend, the Chief of Police, and asked for
l'pdice protection."
You were right. A man lam that is one in a million. He
tells all our friends that our five kids have spoiled hint
rotten, and they have. They Ned over who is going to shine
his shoes. My Bud has brought so much love into this house,,
it overflows. He is firm, but fair and the kids adore him. He
Is one terrific man! Please don't publish the name of this
mall Florida town as I am not fixin' to lose this jewel.
BUD'S WIFE

Camp John Currie Conservation Camp will open at 1:30
p.m.
Tuesday, June 15
Faith Doran Circle of the WSCS
of the First United Methodist
Church will meet at the home of
Mrs. F. E. Crawford, 1402 Main

DEAR WIFE: Don't worry. Your secret is safe with me!
DEAR ABBY: Recently you published a letter from an
eligible bachelor who thought a woman with a ready-made
family was most desirable, but his friends told him to steer
clear at them.
You gave him a pat on the back, saying be was one in a
million, and if the word ever got out about his attitude he'd
need poiice protection. You were right, but I happen to agree
with his friends.
As a 35-year-oki bachelor I fell in lovAT:vtii a divorcee
the thought
who had two teen-aged children. I, too, we
of a ready-made family. I soon realized that love was not
enough. There were more bull-in disadvantages than I can
list here.
Wpmen mith children are toeldng ter a huaband who is a
great provider, a psychiatrist in residence, a long lost father,
a superb lover and a big truck into which to dump all their
pmblems. These women had best pray to God. Only-41e can
BURNED IN THE MIDWEST
fill that bill.

Street, with Mrs. Bunn Swann as
program leader.
Circle I of the WSCS of the
First United Methodist Church
will meet at the social hall at two
p.m. with Mrs. Joe Baker and
Mrs. Charlie Hale as hostesses.
The Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at the church at two p.m.
The Coldwater Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Noble Fuqua at one p.m.

QUESTIONS WOMEN ASK

He
Are

'Early pregnancy signs
and symptoms outlined

Mentley, Aloe 14

wit-Attil,

PA(;F: F

Miss Delilah Joy Swann
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Lynn Swann of 1641 Hamilton Avenue,
Murray,announce the engagement of their daughter, Delilah Joy,
to Larry eaul Santa Barbara, son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Santa
Barbara of Schenectady, New York.
Miss Swann is a 1970 graduate of Murray University School and
is now a sophomore at Murray State University.
The groom-elect graduated from Linton High School in 1967 and
is a senior at Murray State University. He is a member of Alpha
Tau Omega fraternity.
The wedding will take place on Saturday,September 4.

Julia Kathryn Edwards
Weds David HazIewood

that can happen to a baby is to
be born of a teen-aged mother.
If your daughter continues to
expose herself to pregnancy,
she should be given careful
advice in the use of contraceptive techniques.

Q. How often ought Ito take a
douche?
A. Not long ago, a leading
women's magazine published
an article on feminine hygiene
particularly about douching
and the perfumed products for
use in douching.
At the end, the impressior
was firmly implanted that
every woman must use at least
one intravaginal preparation
and preferably six or seven.
Obviously, the magazine was
playing to the advertisers. The
truth is that baths with antiseptic soaps will produce
cleanliness,and odors need not
be covered with other odors. If
a woman feels more comQ. My daughter is 14 years fortable with a douche, she can
old and two months pregnant. take one with plain warm
Will she have trouble getting an water, occasionally. Douching
has been overdone, sometimes
abortion?
A. Laws vary from state to drying out the vagina and
state and country to country. In causing irritation: sometimes
just now, a producing reactions from the
California
in
the
therapeutic abortion can be chemicals used
done legally when a minor is preparations.
under 15 years of age. There
are dangers to an abortion, but
Q. Would you advise a
fewer when performed by a woman to go into medicine for
competent doctor.
a career?
There are also dangers if the
A. I think if she is interested
the in
carries
14-year-old
medical things, she should
pregnancy. And there are risks consider it. Once she has gotten
said
been
has
It
for the baby.
through the basics,she will find
that the most hazardous thing

Miss Joan Bragg
Honored At Tea
At Itoliday 'Inn

many fields open to her. If she
is stimulated by pure science,
there is the laboratory; if she
likes contact with people, there
are people — in hospitals, institutions and private practice.
Some of the prerequisites for
medical school often seem to
make little sense, but they are
disciplinary and usually do
turn out to be valuable in the
end. Competition for medical
school is keen and women are
still limited, but times are
changing and a woman who
wants to be a doctor has to try.
We have modified through the
years an old English proverb
to, "Nothing ventured, nothing
gained," and it is a good
statement to remember.
Probably specialization will
be necessary. In fact,
specialization is now starting in
medical school, there being too
much scientific knowledge on
too many subjects for most
individuals. A woman must be
well trained in whatever she
chooses.
What about home and family
and the old argument given
women applicants for medical
school, "But you'll take a good
man's place and never use your
training?"
A woman can work her home
and family into her career. She
can choose a specialty with
regular hours. She can take
time off when needed.
If a woman wants to go into
medicine and has the ability to Af
study, she should do it. She will
find it rewarding — hard word
and fun.
raau 7S.1-1017 ee 753-4547

Mrs. J. B. Surinam. . .
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a
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— In bride's parents entertained with
CLINTON, Ky.,
The Russell Chapel United the soft glow of candlelight on a reception in the church fellowMethodist Church WSC-S will Saturday, June 5, at 4 o'clock ship hall.
Miss Pam Rogers of Hartford
meet at the church.
in the afternoon, Miss Julia
Kathryn Edwards became the kept the guest register. ServA tea was given in honor of
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order bride of David Wall Hazlewood. ing at the reception were Mrs. Miss Joan Bragg, bride-elect of
Mrs. Larry
of the Rainbow for Girls will The Rev. William R. Whitlow Tommy Via and
Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Cunningham both of Clinton, Mike
meet at the Masonic Hall at seven performed the double-ring cereSmith, at the red room of
Leon
mony at First Baptist Church. and Miss Pat Housman of Pa- the Holiday Inn on Saturday, May
Judy Latimer was the medalist
p.m.
ducah. Miss Rose Ann Rushing
Punches always are in defor the regular ladies day golf
Parents of the couple are Mr.
Sharon Henry distrib- 15.
Miss
and
The Westside Homemakers and Mrs. Henry Edwards and uted rice bags.
The gracious hostesses for the held at the Calloway County rnand, but especially during
Mr. anct Mrs. James HazIewood
Rob Gingles, Country Club on Wednesday.
the summer when the weathClub will meet at the City Park a
After the reception, the couple occasion were Mrs.Mrs.
commas Others named .war• Jersdesse er calla for the rod, dear
Mrs. Ben Groan,,
10:30 a.m.
for an unannounced wedThe ceirnonyineiroperformeci
trip. For traveling, Mrs. McKeel. Mrs. Ken Adams, Mrs. Sulliven, middleman, Carol concoctions, this sparkling
The Murray Lions Club will before drifter banked with Hazlewood wore a gray knit Henry Fulton, Mrs. Tommye Hibbard and Sue Morris, tied for drink would please many
hold its ladies night meeting at trailing ivy, greenery and myri- A-line dress. At her shoulder Ernestburger, and Mrs. Guy low putts, and Lashlee Foster age groups, from teens at
Fam- was pinned a corsage taken Spann.
blind hole.
the South Pleasant Grove United ads of pink bridal tapers.
to farewell
ily pews were marked with from her bridal bouquet.
A potluck luncheon was served pool parties
The bride-elect is the daughter
Methodist Church at 6:30 p.m.
events for traveling friends.
lamps.
hurricane
are
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Hazlewood
at
the
noon
hour.
of
Bragg
M.
J.
Mrs.
of Mr. and
CONFIDENTIAL TO FAITHFUL READER IN PALO
Miss Nancy Veatch was orAdairsville Georgia. Attending
The general program meeting ganist. Candles were lighted by at home in Murray.
ALTO: Psychiatry is not an atheistic concept. I was quoting
CRANBERRY-GRAPF
the tea with the honoree were her
the greatest textbook as humlue behavior ever written—The of the First Baptist Church WMS Henry Edwards II, brother of
FRUIT PUNCH
These Tips Help
mother, sister, Terrie, and twin
will be held at the churcb at nine the bride, and Rick Kotter of
Bible.
sister, Dawn, who assisted at the
25 to 30 servings)
(Makes
"And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make a.m. with Group III in cliarge of Metropolis, Ill.
On Cleaning Wood
register table.
the program.
you free."(New Testament: Joha, 8:45.1
2 cups cranberry juir.2 cockThe bride, given in marrkage
The tea table was overlaid with
tail
To give wood a complete
NE until see knows "the truth" about himself, complete
by her father, wore a Murray
2 cups grapefruit juice
Wednesday, June 16
a lovely white cut-work cloth with cleaning once or twice a
Hamburger original gown of
with all the grins hostilities. insecurities and unresolved
4 quarts gingerale
an arrangement of yellow year, it is necessary to
The Murray-Calloway County bridal white imported linen
con/Betz, is be truly "free."
2 lemon slices
Providence daisies. The green and yellow remove the built-up layers of
New
The
It Is the role ef the psychiatrist to remove the camou- Senior Citizens Club will meet at trimmed in Venise lace. Her
flage, self-deceptien and rationalizations, and to bring the the social hall of the First United veil of French illusion fell into Homemakers Club held a lun- motif was used, with burning wax or polish entirely.
...heron at the Colonial House on tapers and silver appointments.
Combine cranberry juice
unconscious conflicts into the cautious mind where reams Methodist Church to go to Paris a chapel train outlined in the .
After washing, use a clean
Cake,punch,nuts and mints were
can deal with them. One. reason is gained. the cure begins, Landing State Park for a picnic same Venise lace. She carried June itth.
and grapefruit juice. Chill.
minerwith
cloth dampened
The following members were served the guests.
with the Paris-Henry County club a colonial bouquet of pink rosebecause nub does make one free.
Pour over ice in punch bowl
buds and stephanotis.
at 10:30
present for the delightful meal: The honoree chose to wear fo al spirits or a synthetic turstir in ginger ale. Float
and
twin
Roberts,
Tommy
Mrs.
it
get
off
you
better
if
You'll
feel
your
base.
problem?
oily
What's
pentine with an
Mesdames Don Bailey, Anton the occasion a yellow and win
The Baptist Women of the Elm
slices on top.
lemon
as
bride,
served
the
of
sister
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box MOS, Les Angeles, CaL Grove Baptist Church will meet
Jim Allbritten, Bill Ed crepe dress. Yellow daisy cor
To clean crevices and
matron of honor. She wore a Herndon,
• • •
MM. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed at the church at 7:30 p.m.
hono
the
presented
Ronald
were
sages
carvings use a pointed stick
formal gown of silk screen print- Hendon,Eunice Housden,
envelope.
mothers.
Shoemaker,
George
the
GOal
Housden,
the
Health
soft
or
cotton
with
wrapped
The Hannah Circle of the WSCS ed organza in multishades of James Puckett, Larry Curd,
The goal of the Public
dampfeatured
been
tones.
It
rose
pink
to
has
that
cloth
Methodist
Fee Abby's sew booklet. "What Tees-Agars Want Is of the First United
Health Service medical selfTerry Housden, and Hardiman
with mineral spirts.
home of an Empire bodice, brief puffed
An electric mixer was ened
help program is to train at
liksew." mud $I M Abby, Bea Mee. Lao Angeles, Cat. NM. Church will meet at the
Miller.
skirt.
Her
full
and
short
sleeves
-elect by the Wipe off and dry one section
Mrs. William Page, 1614
least one member of every
Visitors were Mrs. John Dale, presented the bride
pink illusion
of
was
headpiece
persons at a time.
Magnolia Drive, at 7:30 p.m.
American family in emerpetals centered with a rosette. Tenna, Rhonda and Felice hostesses. Sixty four
health care.
gency
gifts.
sent
or
attended
Thursday, June 17
topiary
She carried a Parisian
Housden.
The Dexter Homemakers Club of pink mums.
The meeting was continued
Mrs. Jim Holley of Memphis, following the luncheon at the
ill meet at the Community
Tenn. and Miss Sue Eskridge of Calloway County Public Library,
ter at 9:30 a.m.
Hardinsburg were bridesmaids. where Mrs. Anton Herndon and
Monday, Jane 21
The Calloway County Red They were dressed identical to Mrs. James Puckett instructed
the matron of honor and carried
club on how to crochet and
Cross Chapter is urgently in need
similar bouquets. Miss Diane the
of Water Safety Instructors, Henry of South Fulton, Tenn., string pearls. Some of the
Water Safety Aides, and Life was flower girl. She wore a members have ring kits to make.
Mrs. Herndon and Mrs.
Guards to assist in the Learn-To- dress of pink organza with Emsr
Swin Program which will be held pire waist and puffed sleeves. Puckett had made different
June 21 through July 2 at the She carried a white lace basket. designs of beads on display. They
Murray State University Pool.
Attending the groom as best encouraged the restringing of old
Classes will be held from 3:00 to man was his brother, Don beads to give them the new look.
4:00 p.m. and from 6:30 to 9:30 Hazlewood. Fraternity brothers June is always an enjoyable
p.m., if enough instructors and serving as groomsmen were month as a craft is leaned.
Asis
The club will not meet during
aides are available. Renewals on Donnie Noles of Fulton, and
certificates will be issued to those Rick )(otter. Ushers were the summer but will continue
4rka
who volunteer. Call the Red Cross Henry Edwards II, Tommy again this fall when they will
wears off or when
FOOD(X)ST CHOPPER—Chop when use paint
chapter office, Phone 753-1421 if Roberts and Danny Clayton of meet in the home of Mrs. Eunice
the surface is
Fulton. Greg Wall of Harris- Housden in September.
those pennies-maybe dollars-off Its scratched,
you are qualified to assist.
keep rust from
To
to
burg, Ill was ringbearer.
ruse.
bound
of your food budget. Buy wisely
it with steel
Just
Mrs .Edwards, mother of the
and use what you buy to its best spreading, remove
in silhoutte, length, bnde, wore a pink Shantique
wool and touch up with metal pleasure
BRING
IN
canned
THIS ADV,
advantage.
buy
the fashion sheath with long, full sleeves
When you
with exterior fabric and color for
be sure the
U. S. Dept of Agriculture primer Finish
vegetables,
and
exciting
both
looks
are
TO
OUR
dyed
to
with
STORE
trimmed
match
Juanita Amonett,
specialists suggest ways to save enamel
cans are not leaking or
prophetic! However,always keep lace. She wore matching pink
42001
Ky.
(Use
Paducah.
As
Courthouse,
Coupon)
swelled or bulged at either
on your weekly food costs. Buy
in mind the only constant fashion accessories.
Phone: 442-2718
end. Bulging or swelling inrule of today: For the total look
Mrs. Hazlewood, mother of
weekend meats, poultry and fish
dicates spoilage. Small
specials. nuy variety meats,sucn
your shoes and stockings must the groom, choee an aqua shanFree Mir:
In a small room consider/
dents in cans do not harm
as liver,. Save pennies a pound
be they in tung coat and dress ensemble
match
other;
each
contents. Badly dented
hanging lamp in preference to a
the
will be Here
whole
chose
She
matching
chicken
aqua
dressed
accesby buying
brown, or navy. —
ones, however, should be
floor or table lamp. It will help to beige, gray,
sories.
rather than cut-up Buy mediumCourthouse,
Roper,
Dean
avoided.
avoid a cluttered appearance and
Tuesday & Wednesday
Honored guests were Mrs 6
sized eggs when they are hi
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 Phone 247conserve precious floor space as
E. Feist Sr. of Paducah and
cheaper than large eggs. Buy
2334
June 15th & 16th
well as save table space for more
NOTICE
small eggs when they are L.
LIMIT
Edwards of Fulton,
Sam
Properly
Mrs.
items
important
are
readers
Our
11 AM Til 5 PM
cheaper then large eggs. InPlanning to re-stock your grandmothers of the bride,
On* Coupon per Child
and
chosen hanging lamps can be
reminded that the Ledger 9
crease purchases of dry beans,
freezer soon? Remember—a Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Wall of
the
for
the
to
best
height
moveci
One Coupon per Family
& Times will not publish
and peas, and peanut butter. —
hindquarter of beef will yield Fulton and Mr. and Mrs. Homer
it is intended at any given
weddings or bridal showers ;IF;
82 00 14C14 40017 ron•L CHUfl n,
roasts (but will Hazlewood of Martin. grandand
steaks
Barletta Wrather. 209 Maple St. use
more
moment. - Mrs. Mildred W.
CM,l0 OW!, 7 'ICUS 0
, •0I
th I occurred thirty days
pound)than a fore- parents of the groom. The
per
more
cost
Murray. Ky. 42071
Potts, La Center,Ky. 42056 Phone
the
date
to
previous
of
Curtsinger.
Patricia
—
quarter.
mothers and grandmothers were.
Downtown Murray
665-5671
publication.
Wrought-iron furniture IS
Courthouse, Benton, Ky. 42025
presented corsages.
Following the ceremony, ihe Oanteasite~ewAkoim~:::.:.
u.so.ills treated to resist rust But/h ose whatever is your Phone: 527-6601
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HUGHES' DECISION
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Iowa
Sen. Harold Hughes still is
lconsidering making the race for
the Democratic presidential
nothinatin and will make a final
decision in October.
An aide to Hughes Friday
denied a published report the
former Iowa governor was
concerned about a faltering
campaign. The aide said
Hughes admits he is a long shot
for the nomination but cited a
rise in public "recognition
factor" for Hughes from 11 per
cent in January to 48 per cent
at the present.
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We have

SHIRTS
202
SHIRTS, SHIRTS and more SHIRTS!
FATHERt DAY IS JUNE

Nen's Short Sleeve
Permanent Press

They didn't spare the rod
But they spoiled the chid
Thousands at children suffer
the torments of the damned Daily
And nightly
is called the battered -baby
syndrome These children are beeNn
with baseball bats, chains, and anything
else son* parents can get their hands on
They're burned with cigANdes.
hot $toves and boiling water
Some 01 them live through it
Thouilands don't
Nobody knows ell the realiOnS
why this happens But medical and
Social afiencies am trying to hnd
the •rvawenli
Medical science tells us that some

armature parents who have a low level
of Impulse control consider crying or
the dirtying Of diapers by infants as
• personal attack
Other obtains parents, they say,
reverse roles with the child. Thus, the
attack on the child is really an ellaCk
on a part of themselves they don't like.
nista tragic enough lull
00SVPUMIli11e1r Children who survive
adealarkelealment otter% grow up to
be ablates parents themselves

11.1

Help these children Every
community has agencies that can on*,
protection to them and help for their
parents
Every case of child abuse should
Wen" immediate attention If you
know of a case, the responsibility to
report it is yours
The children who receive help
am the lucky (3/141S
God save the others
Item their parents.
KIINTIMIlrf

BLUE CROSeond BLUE SHIELD'.
. un MU WIIIIII Mulls( newly tortroun mow. not
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AIR
CONDITIONING
SERVICE
Phone 7531119

1,7

in
eselection
of Polyester
popular
blends
styles Of
various cool pleasing patterns and

lii

a*. I

Reg. $2.99 ea.

Bell Sleeve

BODY
SHIRT
SPECIAL

BARGAIN PRICED
Reg. 8319 ea.

2 For $5

$499

For $7

Famous
"Fruit of the Loom"

Popularly priced
$8 to $12. You
Must See This
Stylish Collection

SNORT SLEW
Sizes S-M-L

SHIRT&
TIE SET

FLARED
SLACKS

$599
Easy care ruiyester
Cotton blends. Regular
and long point collars.
White striped colors. 14%
to 16%.

mous WRANGLERS Brand

SPECIAL

Oar Best Quality
"golden Fruit of the Loom"

COTTON UNDERWEAR
Briefs

Ti. Shirts

Large selection of outstanding
values of many famous make
FLARED SLACKS. Button front..
. and regular zip closure styles in
stripes or checks and solids.. . Sizes
29 to 42.

Firm, gentle support.
Double thick seat. Wide,
heat resistant elastic waist.
White in sizes S,M,L,XL.

Wrinkle-tree, tits better.
Fully cut. White in sizes
S,M,L,XL.

50% DacronR Poylester 50% Cotton

Pkg. of 3

295

SPECIAL
Famous

ADAM
STRAW
S
9

39

Superbly tailored.
Penns
Press. . . irresistibly comfortable...
The perfect gift for Dad on his day.

Stylish WEMBLEY Qualit

14!

Men's Sport

Reg. $5
and $6

SLACKS

Good selection of shapes
and colorful blends to please
Dad on his special day.

39

Never needs ironing. Wash-it-Dry
it-Wear it - 50% Fortrel Polyester.
50% cotton. Sizes 29-42.

MEN'S TIES

'3a"'4

Father's Day

SPORTGOAT

Regular and ready tied
solids and patterns in pleasing
colors

SPECIAL

Men's ROBES

7
20

Permapress
SPECIAL

$5
Sizes S-M-L-X.
Polyester Cotton
Blends... solids
and fancy patterns

Popular
Shepard and
Other Quality
Brands In Stylish
Stripes, Plaids
And Solids . . .

TUE PERFECT SIFT
TO RENEMBER BAB:

Relax Dad With Giftablo

E-Z SLIPON SLIPPERS

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE
Now Offen

H.I.S. Brand

SPORT and KNIT
SHIRTS
Large
Cotton

Outdoor Lore

NAL

clay

Hospital Report

A series of recommendations conjunction with representativex
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
on procedures to slow the rapidly of the health care community. Association; Kentucky ComGirl Geurin (Mrs.
Baby
prehensive
Health
Planning
rising health-care costs in Kentucky Chamber of ComKentucky has been formulated merce President Neal points out Council; Kentucky Department Elizabeth Geurin), 1805 College
Insurance Farm Rd., Murray, Baby Bey
and adopted by the Kentucky that the mounting health care of Health; Health
Council
of
Kentucky;
Kentucky Trenholm (Mrs. Mary Sue
Chamber of Commerce. The costs across the national and in
recommendations include sup- Kentucky are causing a great Blue Cross and Blue Shield; Trenholm), Rt. 1, ICirkiey.
port for
elimination
of amount of concern to all citizens Social Security Administration
DISMISSALS
duplication of facilities,
ad- and business leaders. He said the (Medicare and Medicaid in
ditional types of facilities, foregoing recommendations Kentucky );Health Insurance Rufus Biggs Barton, Jr., 811 N.
Gentry
revised insurance provisions, and were adopted only after a great Industry representatives; and 19th, Murray, Leo
Mrs.
Murray,
McKinney,
Rt.
3,
others
with
special
knowldge
and
effective review at the time of amount of study and discussion
Rt. 8,
Byers,
Sally
Lorene
experience
in
the
field.
hospital admission, during and by specialists disclosed the
Alan Hugh
following hospitalization.
practical points at which an According to Chamber of- Murray, Master
Mrs.
Murray,
7,
Rt.
Arnett,
ficials,
adoption
of
the
recomThe recommendations, as Initial move can be taken to
Kendall,
102
Louise
Geneva
mendations
will
be
followed
with
announced by the Kentucky improve situation of health care
Chamber President W. H. Neal of in relation to the continued a series of meetings throuj5hout Garden, Murray, Hoy Elman
Kentucky to acquaint local Bland, Rt. 3, Cadiz, Thome*
Owensboro following board alarming rise in total costs.
leaders
with the points and to Alfred Barnett, Rt. 6, Murray,
adoption of the points, are as In May 1971, the Kentcuky
Mrs. Dorothy Nell Atkins, Box
follows:
Chamber's Labor-Management work toward accomplishing the
126 Hardin, Robert Allen
1. Support comprehensive Relations Council initiated a objectives, as outlined.
health care planning councils by meeting of many representatives In fiscal 1970, 67 billion dollars Rowland, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
ICirksvOod
encouraging business leaders to of groups interested in the rising were spent nation. -wide for Clyde Wilson Ott, 1508
Weaver,
serve as men- ers of those cost problem. The recom- health care, up approximately Dr., Murray, FtiUman
Murray.
Rt.
5,
500
per
cent
in
the
past
20
years.
boards and also to support mendations of the Kentucky
measures which provide for Chamber were drawn in large If the currently alarming rate of
AGEE ON DISABLED LIST
payment of services only to those part from this session. Invited to growth in costs continues, the
NEW YORK (UPI) —The
total
cost
will
reach
nearly
two
whose facilities are approved by attend the symposium were
New
York Mets Friday night
hundred
billion
dollars in the
Comprehensive Planning representatives of the following
1980's, according to the Chamber. placed outfielder Tommie Agee
Councils.
groups:
on the 15-day disabled list and
2. Support measures which will Kentucky Medical Association; Approximately 37 per cent of recalled
Mike Jorgenson then
the
nation's
health
bill
is
paid
by
eliminate duplication of costly Kentucky Hospital Association;
their Tidewater Farm (i0.
the
government
-federal,
state
facilities in hospitals and other Kentucky
Nursing
Home
Agee injured his knee brealdng
health care units.
Association; Kentucky Nursing and local. Approximately 63 per up a double play in Los Angeles
cent
is
paid
by
the
private
sector.
3. Support regulations which Association: Kentucky Dental
lastweek.
would require all hospitals to
in Clay county, Kentucky.
make public their financial
In December 18452, a certain
statements, annually.
Major Russell, at the head of
4. Support provisions for
ambulatory (out-of-hospital
760 Union soldiers, left Nichotype) care in insurance policies,
lasville on a secret mission to
thus decreasing the overall
Virginia. The mission was
hospital costs of in-patient care.
successful but the weather was
5. Support regulations which
terrible and, on his return trip,
would make mandatory, a
the major found himself almost
coordination of prepaid inin the same shape as Napoleon
surance benefits thus alleviating
on his retreat from Russia.
the situation in which some find it
Food gave out and the men
profitable to avail themselves of
were
about to perish from starhealth care benefits.
6. Support means through By Nevyle Shackelford • University of Kentucky College of Agriculture vation when they reached Red
which the lowest costs and most
In the annals of baking, no and all manner of precipitation Bird Creek. Passing a cabin and
seeing a woman and about a
appropriate level of care needed pone or loaf holds a more without crumbling or
cracking. dozen children standing outby the patient is provided; for unique position than "corn While
a near relative to corn
side, Major Russell asked her if
instance, greater use of extended dodger." The pristine character
pone and spoon bread. it is
she had anything to eat.
care facilities (nursing homes) in and virtuous lack of superdecidedly in a class by itself.
Answering in the affirmative,
lieu of hospital confinement.
fluities of this honest bread
Corn dodger is a good bread
7. Support effective utilization
sets it apart from any other nevertheless, and any man who she said she had about a bushel
review by member of the health
ever baked by mankind since ever filled up on hot corn of corn dodger which he could
care team at the time of adhave for a dime.
mission, during and following of the history of cookery began. dodger and broiled fatback
In the words of the major,
Too,
if
there
ever was a bread certainly knew that he had
stay.
bread had a "fossillike apthe
8. Encourage greater ef- capable of returning after being eaten. In olden times when pearance" with "jaggers" on
cast
upon
the
waters,
this
is
it. table cutlery was scarce, a the crust like
ficiency in hospital operations
stickers on a barb
Inpr
simple arvalysas, true corn hunk of this. statf of life, was
such aa an=a
st
io.autiiiinettriemi
eallasen an.
(it a- duroble.mentom of. used as ancoilliti wind sorghum wire fence. But along with
esorsaiagand cost-finding 'techniques; coarse corn meal and water ouLato•crock and to sop gravy some 'scraps of bacon sod+
performance of appropriate flattened out on a board or the from a skillet. Filled with nu- coffee brewed from parched
duties by others than highly blade of a shovel and baked tnents. it is a he-man's fare and corn, the major made a "satisskilled personnel.
before an open fire. While hot, also fine provender for young fying meal" and then asked the
woman why she called it corn
9. Study and support legislation it can be eaten with only mini- dogs. Also
when rocks are dodger.
which would set more equitable mum danger to the teeth but, scarce,
it makes a good missile
"War the woman replied,
limits of liobility of health care once it cools and ages for a few
to heave at a wandering hog or "ifn I throwed a piece
atcha
providers in
malpractice hours, its consistency compares a rougish co% .
and it hit ye, ye'd rarn to
allegations.
favorably with that of a stone
How did corn dodger get
axe or a piece of paving block. its name? Well, one historical dodge the next time I drawed
10. Encourage local chambers
It is impervious to the ele- authority claims the name orig- back to let fly. That's all I
know."
of commerce to create health ments and can withstand
the inated from an incident that
care committees to work in extremities of heat
Hearing about the experiand cold took place on Red Bird Creek
ence, a correspondent for
Leslie's Magazine later wrote
up the incident and thereafter
this Kentucky mountain hardtack was nationally recognized
and officially dubbed ",.orn
dodger."
In the old days corn dodge:
was a symbol of the submarginal farmer. Anybody could grow
corn and pound it into meal in
a hollowed out stump or rock.
If a little sand was beaten off
the rock in the process. this
was of little consequence because a person in.that day and
time needed a 'little grit in his
craw."
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A SIFT SIRE TO
PLEASE III!

499
Sizes
S-M-I- X

Dark brown vinyl
quarter leather
vamp..,
cushion sole
wedge heel

Other Popular Styles

2" to 3"

Sins RS to 44

Free Gift Wrapping
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"Whore Dad's the Champ"
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ois active military duty he
planned to return to the
Bluegrass State and resume his
studies toward a law degree.

YOU AND
THE DRAFT
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LAND TRANSFERS

Records filed on micro-film in
the office of the Calloway county
Court Clerk Marvin Harris kidude the following compiled by
TV la Review
the staff of the Ledger and Times.
By RICK DU BROW
They are:
—Idle
(UPI)
HOLLYWOOD
Norman Frazier and Carol
BY
questions about television:
Frazier to Hurt Farms Inc., throe
LONEL TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON
Doesn't it somehow seem that tracts in Calloway County.
"Mission: Impossible" has been Smithwood
doing the same story about Corp., Inc., to Development
their
By Helen Price Stacy
in
gathering poke because it is the
RSN
Ky.—Many
c.FRANKFORT,
with an unreached
Nicholas A.
Latin American dictators for Dandrea; lots in
plant in old and tough and the
certain
Special Writer
Young men are Apprehensive, local board and in
Kentucky
Lake
now?
big, they are not "good for
leaves
Aeigry or Afraid when they con* classifications could voluntarily about a year
Development
Corp., Inc.
series
to the "draft” board or the state drop their deferment at the end of And shouldn't the same
to Timitay WEST LIBERTY, Ky.—A four- you." Hill children grow up
Murray
of
Bank
return on
*lective Service office in Frank- the year of their prime beg Barbara Bain to
tracts of land in year-old lad of the Eastern knowing not to eat pokeberries—
slipped badly Inc., three
Kentucky hills surprised his they can use the purple juice as
fort. Through eyeball-to-eyeball vulnerability and on Jan. I go any terms? It has
Calloway County.
by bringing her an ar- body paint and even as ink, but
mother
dialogue we endeavor to change into a lower selection group. As since she left.
if Glen William E. Bazzell to Bernice mload of leafy plants with the not as something edible. But Iota
that "AAA" in the preceding RSN 91 had been reached in 1970, Wouldn't it be nice
on
larbd
Bazzell;
of
tract
K.
Acceptance, Rick could not voluntarily drop Campbell were a baritone?
request that she cook them. The of nature has its taboos.and most
to
sentence
Coldwater Road.
Now that "Hogan's Heroes"
Assurance or Agreeability. This [I-S classification.
Robert W. Collins and Janice mother, a bit puzzled, was hill people know them, even to
We Last January the local board has been canceled, shouldn't E. Collins to Ray P. Kim and enlightened considerably when what mushrooms to gather from
is not always easy to do.
would like to share with you ordered him to report for in- CBS-TV get a bad taste award Rose Mary Kloss; lot in her son revealed that "Main- the woodland.
Ricardo's (Rick) problem and duction on Feb. 24. When Rick for giving a long run to a Keeneland Subdivision.
maw cooks'em and I wikes 'em." Some of the greens that along
received the induction notice he situation comedy that thinks a Ernest L. Jones and Lyda E. Poke greens is to Harlan with poke have kept mountain
how it was finally solved.
Rick was a Mexican-American. notified the board he was still in Nazi prisoner-of-war camp is Jones, to Barney David Houston County, Ky., what the Indy 500 is people healthy and well fed are
Fie was born Feb. 7, 1948. His college. The clerk of the board, funny?
and Wanda T. Houston; lot in to Indianapolis or the Buffalo Bill speckled John, lamb's quarters,
Cody—reason field sorrel, wild lettuce, sour
Roundup is to
lottery number (R (RSN) from assuming that Rick was a post- Does Howard Cosell have a Meadow Lane Subdivision.
the December 1969 drawing was graduate student, informed him sense of humor?
Nesbitt to Charles G. enough for lots of folks to gather dock, dandelion , mow thistle,
Grade
Isn't "Julia" simply painful
H. Rick was a registrant of an out that he could not be deferred in
Smith and Helen Jean Smith; lot at a given place to enjoy their violet, plantain and white top. "I
of state local board. He excelled II-S; however, the board would to watch?
thing. In the case of Harlan, it's always mix field daisy in my
in Sha-Wa Circle Subdivision.
is track and was awarded a give consideration to postponing Could any series have been Calloway Resorts, Inc., to eating heaping platters of poke greens," said a Morgan County
scholarship to a college in the induction until the end of his more misguided than the Don Francis X. Shea and Frances W. sallet at the annual Poke Sallet woman, adding "before tne
Kentucky.
academic year upon receipt of a Knotts variety show, which took Shea; lots in Center Ridge Festival June 25-July1.
flowers come one."
a funny fellow and made him Subdivision.
Like some athletes on certification from the college.
There's no doubt that Harlan Healthful, nutritious and
nothing?
the
took
the
Rick
complicated
the
scholarship
Rick further
Bobby R. Johnson and Sara D. Countians stand No. 1 in
delicious poke millet is not all the
Minimum credit hours to the next problem on Feb. 3 by enlisting Does Marcus Welby believe in Johnson to James M. Billington nation when it comes to Harlan festival has to offer.
year of study. In four years he in a Marine Corps two-year abortion?
and Shirley Billington; lot in preparing these delectable There's lots of mountain string
had not earned enough sufficient program. An enlistment of this Is there any series that gives Plainview Acres Subdivision.
Kentucky greens that Webster music, high school band music
credits to receive the bac- type was precluded after the a phonier picture of family life Lloyd J. Calfee and Euva Lee calls "okeweed." And there's no
and entertainment.
calaureate degree.
Order to Report for Induction had than "My Three Sons?"
Calfee, to William Lee Barnett doubt that mountaineers could Organic food
supreme!
Could anyone swallow for a and Ledora Barnett;
To defray expenses not covered been issued.
left
in
if
tract in manage to survive spring
Mountain
greens!
ourmet
nonsensically
that
all
became
moment
Rick
our
scholarship
by the
Thwarted, Rick came to
to the elements; in fact, they
Calloway County.
the local radio station's an office for assistance. After our exaggerated he-man stuff on Samuel Nanney to Joe Pet could eat "high on the hog" if
On June 25 when the aroma of
nounccer for the college football Manpower Officer heard his "The High Chaparral?"
Trevathan and Robbie N. they could find some poke for a
e cooking in the pot wafts
And wouldn't this series have Trevathan; tract near
and basketball games. Since he story and checked with the
Cardinal sallet.
Kentucky mountains,
did this for four years, there is no registrar of the college, he was had a much better chance from Drive.
Most times,they take the millet through the
Harlan, Ky., is the place to be. in
his convinced Rick was entitled k the beginning (it's canceled
question
to
reason
they
agree,
this,
but
straight,
Jerry E. Chadwick and Donna
the mountain counties folks
clialifications as a broadcaster. statutiry student deferment (I. now) if the father figure, Sue Chadwick; lot in
Panorama might be a bit strong to the picked poke greens early this
had
Erickson,
a
of
was
lack
Leif
there
by
However,
cooks
S(C)). He called his counterpart played
So
good
the
uninitiated.
Shores.
▪ ping and have them preserved
communication between Rick in the state having jurisdiction been depicted more warmly Jerry Jones and Ann H.
Jones mix a bit of dandelion, some sow for the Poke Sallet Festival when
and his "draft" board and that over Rick's "draft" records and and sympathetically?
to James Parks, and Shirley thistle, sour dock, mustard tops the tender, transparent shoots of
Have Marshal Dillon and
was the crux of the problem.
relayed the new information.
Parks; lot in Canterbury Estates. and, if it's late in the season, wild greens become ambrosia of
away
He entered college in the fall of
As a result of the re- Miss Kitty ever gone
Smithwood Development turnip greens.
the hills.
lin. Upon certification he was establishing of communications, :oeether for a long weekend?
Inc., to Kenneth Granath; Green pickers have always
Corp.,
given a student deferment(Class the induction order was canceled Wouldn't it show a little class
Kentucky
Lake presented a beautiful picture.
in
lots
The college certified Rick and Rick was reclassified 1-5(C). if television paid some public
Seeing a group of women with
Development Corp., Inc.
as full time and satisfactory in Before the I-S( C) terminated thanks to the great Red Skeltorr
Smithwood Development split oak baskets or flour sacks
1967, 1968 and 1969. He had a B Rick re-signed for the two-year —say, in a special —instead of
Corp., Inc., to Bill Van Deraa's; under their arms—eometimes an
average for his four college Marine Corps program with just letting him pass from the
Kentucky
Lake old metal dishpan—and leading a
in
lots
years, accumulating 96 credit entry on active duty following his video scene almost unnoticed?
little one or two by the hand as
Corp.
Development
Persons were cited and aptours. However, 120 are required graduation. He graduated in May Is there a more ideally suited
James T. Edwards and Joan H. they walk to the fields to pick peared in the Hazel Police Court
the
far the BS degree.
than
television
for
actor
duty.
and is now on active
Edwards to Clyde L. Doyle and greens is not at all unplesant.
Paschall during
Rick re-entered college in the
Last week our Manpower understated,vastly underrated Carol J. Doyle; tract in Calloway. In olden days the scene was a of Judge Noah G.
the past thirty days. Names,
!all of 1970. For some reason the Officer received a letter from Brian Keith of "Family Afspring
when
in
one
Whitnell and Lena common
charges, and fines were released
allege did not submit the Rick thanking him for his help. In fair," whose naturalness make Bernard
Whitnell to Donald L. Roach and families sometimes raced to see by the Court as follows:
liquired student certification. this
communication Rick in- it impossible to steal a scene Linda Joy Roach; tract in which could be first to have a
G. C. Cain, Murray, driving
Ypu will recall that registrants
tuited that upon completion of from him?
Murray Fair Grounds addition. ."mess of creasies." Creasies, it while intoxicated, fined $135.00
Paschall Knight, Earl )(flight, ls said, grow only on new ground, costs $5.50.
Thelma Sargent, Katherine.,but later in Wing when tender
Linda Gruggs, Paris, Tenn_
HOward,eRnsen shoots of Poke begin to speeding,fined $20.00 costa $5.50.
-Newsome, Jean
can
Peke
earth,
through
James W. Utley, Nebo, driving
Douglass, Knight, Laverne K.jPunch
be seen growing in abundance. while intoxicated, fined $122.00
Davis, Lavelle K. Meyers, Linda
were
A few mountain women
cost5.50.
K. Little Joe D. Knight, Cheryl
asked how they cooked a mess of Jamee L Parker, Murray,
at
heirs
Saveri,
Sandra
Knight,
said after the greens
One
poke.
law of Thelma Knight Kline, to were carefully washed she boiled speeding, fined $20.00 costs $5.50.
James Johnson, Puryear,
Van Deraa's Some other Place
them in a kettle of water about 10
Inc., tracts on Kline Boat Dock minutes. Then she lifted the Term., speeding, fined $20.00
costs $5.50.
Road.
greens with a fork from the kettle
Paducah,
Wenzel,
James G. Watson to Edward to a black iron skillet in which Ann
Lee Oiler, Jr.; lots in Kentucky was a tablespoon or two of bacon speeding,fined $30.00 costs $5.50.
Billy Woffard, Murray, unLake Development.
drippings
Dewey Ragsdale and Marjorie "Even better then bacon necessary noise, fined $20.00
Shroat Huie, executors of estate drippings," she offered "is costs $5.50.
of Mary Downs,to Dan C. Hutson spying leftover scraps of fried
and Emma Sue Hutson; tract in
put in the skillet with
fat
ham
. to
.
Murray.
A tew minutes sun.
poke."
the
Noel Parrish and Robbie
skillet and they're'
the
in
mering
Parrish to O. D. Parrish; tract in
the table.
for
ready
Calloway.
Olen Lee Garland to Stanley Monier said she cooked them
Hall and Linda Hall, tract on
direct in the skillet and when
West edge of Highway 95
tender, he heaped the poke onto a
J.
to
William
Parrish
0. D.
deep platter or into a bowl and
Denham, Amy Denham, James laced the _greens liberally with
HUGHES' BLACKOUT DRAPES DRAWN—Heavy blackout drapes which screened
J. Denham, and Louis Denham; vinegar. Another said she was
recluse billionaire Howard Hughes from the world while he ruled his mammoth
tract in Calloway.
industrial-resort empire from the ninth floor (above) of the Desert Inn Hotel in
sorry to say that since living in a
Las Vegas,,Nev., have been opened for the first time in four and one-half years.
city for 45 years she had acquired
The redecorated penthouse will be reopened in about six.weeks. Hughes left Las
Autausa Knis 5
the habit of slicing boiled eggs k
Vegas six mOrrths ago and reportedly is living in the Bahamas.
MANILA (UPI) —Five em- "fancy" up a dish of greens.
ployes of Manila's Ayala corp. The word "fancy" is unknowr
were killed in a helicopter in connection with a plate of true
crash on Mindoro Island, a mountain poke sallet. Maybe the
corporation spokesman said word would be used to describe a
today.
woman's dress, but other than
ham fat or bacon,and sometimes
The helicopter, a Bell jet vinegar, poke millet comes to the
ranger, crashed on ranchland table
and
unadorned
75 miles southwest of Manila unadulterated. To round out the
Saturday. It took off from true hill cruedne would be a pone
Paluan, on the northeastern tip
of cornbread, green onions and
of Mindoro island and was buttermilk.
found for Manila.
same people shy away from
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NOTICE

Electrolux, manufacturer of vacuum cleaners,
floor polishers and carpet shampooers, now
represented by Donald Osmus of Murray for
Calloway County and surrounding area.
For Sales or Service Phone 753-9808
Donald Osmus
Murray Rt. 2, Box 249
Two miles north of 5-Points
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'CATTLE
DUST

Wow them all with Kill-1(o
Dairy Kettle Dust and Kill-Ko Dip and
Disinfectant. Dust controls
biting horn flies on dairy
cattle and horses. For a thorough
cleansing of ticks, lice and mange
use Kill-Ito Dip and Disinfectant
on horses, dogs, sheep or
pigs Results' Wow'

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

TheVolkswagen award for
physkal fitness.
This
used car is
guaranteed
100%.
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This award is bestowed upon those
used automobiles (be they VWs or domestics) that have passed the Volk:Wagon
dealer's rigorous 16-point inspection and
have thereby proven themselves to be of
sound engine and body.
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Hughes Paint Store
4W Maple Street
Murray, Ky.
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Kentucky 4-H'ers Can Compete Film teaches kids
In The National Horse Congress to spot molesters
LEXINGTON, Ky.—Kentucky certified
for competition in the
I-H horsemen (and horsewomen) Invitational
4-H
Method
are invited to compete this Demonstration
Contest (horse
summer in the National Youth subjects),
the Invitational 4-H
Horse Congress, the only event of Horse
Judging Contest, and
its kind for youth in the United Invitational 4-H
Public Speaking
States.
Contest horse subjects). Each
The Congress is scheduled state can send two
teams and two
August 4-13 in risillAs, Texas, individuals to the
demonstration
according to Dr. Gary Potter, contest,
two individuals to the
horse specialist with the public
speaking contest, and two
University of Kentucky College of teams to the horse
judging
Agriculture's Cooperative Ex- contest.
tension Service. Kentucky 4The 4-H invitational contests
H'ers can compete in any of four
events at the Congress if certified and horse show will be held
to represent the state and in any August 10-11, Potter says.
of three events where cer- The other three events open to
4-H'ers are the national finals of
tification is not required.
Held for the first time last year the American Junior Quarter
as a showcase where youth could Horse Association, August 4-7, for
display their horses, hor- those qualified by their state
semanship, and knowledge of association of AJQHA; the Open
horse subjects, the 1970 National and 4-H All-Breed Horse Show,
Youth Horse Congress attracted August 8-9; and the Open Junior
1,800 young people from Quarter Horse Show (approved
throughout the country. Even for points), August 12-13.
more are expected to enter the
153 Congress classes this year. Gold, silver, and bronze
Each state can send up to 25 medallions; scholarships; and
contestants to the Invitational 4- $20,000 in other awards await
H Finals Horse Show there, winners from Kentucky and the
Potter says. Because of this limit 49 other states at the Congress,
on the number of participants, all Potter notes. In addition, inKentucky entries in this Congress struction by champion trainers
event must be certified. In- and special entertainment are
formation on certification is part of the program for the 4-H
available from Dr. Potter, entries.
ent of Animal Science,
iversity
of
Kentucky, The Congress is supported by
the 50 state Cooperative Exxington, Kentucky 40506.
tension
Services, commercial
invitational
show,
this
both
In
are and gelding classes will be firms, civic groups, breed
ered for American Quarter associations, individual
rse, Appaloosa, Arabian, businessmen, professional
rgan, Paint, Palomino, horsemen, the National 4-H
.A., Thoroughbred (hunter Service Committee; U. S.
ormation), grade horses 14 Department of Agriculture
ds and over, and grade horses livestock specialists; and others
who are interested in working
der 14 hands.
entucky 4-H'ers also must be with youth.

FINDLAY, Ohio (UPI) — Children, by nature, are enticed by
an ice cream cone, candy,and often money.
And many times behind the hand offering that ice cream cone,
candy or money is the face of a man, who on the surface, appears
familiar and friendly. But he may really be a deadly stranger.
Gabby, a wooden-headed puppet on the lap of a ventriloquist,
Mrs. Pat Hutchison, describes a stranger as "anyone parents or
teachers do not know, no matter how often children have seen
them "

"The most important message delivered to the children is the
definition of a stranger," said Mrs. Foust. "Most children believe
a stranger is a person whom they have never seen before." .
"You may see a person many times and they .may seem very
nice, but seeing someone often doesn't always help us to know
them better," explains Gabby in the film. "This is a time when
it is best for kids to let a 'grown-up'be their guide."
Gabby issues a rule on strangers:
"Anyone your parents or teachers do not know, no matter
how often you see them or how nice they may seem is a stranger
and should be treated like a stranger.
"Child molesting often begins with a person offering ice
cream, candy, money or a ride to children," said Mrs. Foust.
"Often it ends in injury or even death to the child."
Mrs. Foust said the 25-minute color movie was designed to
educate children on the tactics of molesters, and is an immediate
measure in educating the potential victims—in how to protect
themselves against molesters.
It also conveys the message that policemen are friends, she
said.
The rules outlined in the film, and repeated so the children
will be able to retain them are:
—Always return directly home from school.
—Don't loiter in lonely or out of the way places.
—Never let a stranger touch you.
—Beware of strangers offering candy, money or favors.
Gabby also instructs the children to take automobile license
numbers and descriptions of "too friendly strangers" who
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Highway 641
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Prices Good Mon.—Tues.—Wed. June 14-16

Gabby is the star of a film i child molesting,"Riddle of the
Friendly Stranger," sponsored by an oil company.
"Since children often have a hard time retaining things, rules
about strangers are repeated," said Betty Foust of Marathon
Oil's customer relations department.
Throughout the film, Gabby teaches children that a friendly
stranger can sometimes be a terrible danger. She also tells the
children what they can do.

ACROSS

BOONE'S

9 A.M. — 9 P.M.
Mon — Sat
1 to 6 P.M.
Sundays

By SAND!GOULD
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LADIES
SANDALS

One Group
Ladies

Summer is here
sandals.
and time for
Select several pair

PANT SUITS
Large Selection
In Sizes 8 - 20

at this low, low,

Assorted Styles
and fabrics

price

Reg. s1"

96
FABRIC SPECIAL
100% COTTON MATERIAL
36" wide, prints, solids, stripes
and checks

Speciall
Reg. 12"

tion

MATERIAL

45 to 52" wide in a wide variety of colors.
Acetate, loop knit and others.

Reg.
s2u

UU

ammi)

1111111111,

Sandone

a x.::.1111

DOWN
1 Native metal
2 Decides

UUI
iiim.• .!a
mom NEN a z..*
DWIUIa
KBE !wag

BEDSPREADS

67

111.
0A
Pa •
Distr. by Un'ted Fsatur, Syndicate. Ittc.

DRAPES
Special assortment
63" and 84" lengths.
Solids & decorator prints.
Some lined.

4

2Pair

Metal

5

UTILITY TABLES

Box Storage

only $295

Plus Regular Cleaning Charges

3 shelves, has electric
outlet.
White or Yellow

•
14 •

6•116,6r vir

1.111W .041191110,
601.6.6...

Reg.

4Ft!

$557

* Safe - Insured
* Nothing To Pay Till Fall
* FREE Guaranteed Mothproofing

One Rack
Girl's

SPECIAL!!

PANT SUITS

(THRU JUNE)
MEN'S

2-PC. SUITS
or 2 PANTS

Sizes 3 14
ONLY

LUNCHEONETTE
* SPECIAL *
Tuesday & Wednesday

HAMBURGER
& COKE
[-

— MOTHPROOFING FREE —

BOONE'S
LAUNDRY 81 CLEANERS
"The Cleaner Interested In You"

littire-',:k12gr.," •
SITTING Iff the White House's East Sitting Hall, Tricia
Nixon (right) examines A wedding gift from her sister.
Julie Eisenhower eft). It is a leather box containing
Julie's favorite recipes.

You'll Find What You're Looking for
at ROSES Matter of Fact, We'll Help You!
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FUFtNISHE
bedroom, a
pet, fenced
derpuming.

in the coffee
NO WISE QUACKS, PLEASE—This two-day-old duckling was placed
mug by Stoneham, Mass., Zoo officials for its debut with the photographers.

1969 Y
Like new.
7534343 betw
5:00.
UNIFORMS WILL BE UNIFORM—All U.S. Navy men,
from seamen to admirals, will wear similar uniforms
under a...new dress code. Bell-bottom trousers, dress
jumpers and round white hats are out. Modeling the
new uniforms in Washington are Hospital Corpsman
1/C. Mel B. Castro, Petty Officer 1/C. Tim James, Seaman Richard Vieth, Petty Officer 3/C. Ross Douthard.

Mn.Craig (Janet) Raab of Murray is pictured as she Is being presenisd her silver trophy supi
ribbon for placing first in the Amateur Five-Gaited Class of the Three day Spring Jubilee Hone Raw
held at Columbia, Tenn., last weekend. Mrs. Joe Shelton of Paris, Tents., placed first in the fiaal
harness pony class. Craig Banks also won several honors in the show held at Columbia, Tenn. They
all show out of the Plainview Stables, Murray. Mrs. Thomas Banks also attended the show,at
Columbia.
In
%

Farm Program
Certification
Proceeding Well
Producer certification
proceeding at a good rate in the
set-aside farm programs in
Kentucky, reports Paul L.
Fuqua, Chairman of the
Agricultural Stabilization an
Conservation ( ASC) Committee
"Some counties report as
as 50 percent of feed gr
program participants, 100 per
cent of wheat program parr
Licipants, and 36 percent of
cotton program participant
have designated their set-as
acres and certified comp
with farm program provisions.
These producers a.id others w
certify early can expect t
receive set-aside payment
shortly after the first of July,"
Fuqua said.
Producer certification, ex
plained State famr progra
Aficial Fuqua,is required bef
a producer receives his set program payment. To certify, a
farmer comes in to the CountyASCS Office, designates his setaside acreage on a photocopy of
ins farm, certifies his conserving
base acreage and compliance
with other program provisions.
"After certification, ASC
begins processing the data fo
that producer's farm progr
payment. Also after certifica
his farm is subject to spotdieck.
Farmers should be sure p
operations which are affected
program provisions are
MOST DEADLY IN DECADE; LOCKED WHEEL BLAMED—Cars are jacknifed along
pleted before they certify,
the right of way near Tonti, Ill., after the ''City of New Orleans,'' traveling at
no changes can be made
90 miles an hour, derailed. Ten were killed outright and nearly 100 injured. Illieertification" Fuqua said.
nois Central officials-blamed a locked wheel on the lead Diesel. It was the most
pointed out that certifica
deadly U.S. rail mishap since 1962.
relates only to crops covered by
farm program provisions.
°nee his planting opera
are completed, it is to
DOUSE 4QUARIUM PLANS
WASHINGTON (UPI)—The producer's advantage to certify
Interior Department is prepar as early as possible, the ASC
ing to kill plans started in 1962 Committee Chairman explained,
for the development of a attic* this will help again*
National Aquarium for display receiving payment as early as
of and research on U.S. marine possible after July 1.
Final certification dates in
life.
Under direction from the Kentucky are:. Wheat-June I,
affice of Management and Feed Grain, Cotton, and Dark
Budget to curb spending, the Types Tobacco- July IS.
department has frozen WI State farm program official
million of a $10 million Fuqua said that instructions have
appropriation to build the recently been received in ASCE
aquarium. Sources say it is county offices to take all
unlikely funks will be asked for necessary glens to assure that
its revival in the immediate farmers participating in the feed
grain, wheat,and cotton set-aside
future.
programs receive preliminary
payments in accordance with the
KHRUSHCHEV VOTES
MOSCOW (UPI)—"I feel Agricultural Act of 1970 which
fine," Nikita S. Khrushchev provides for them to be made as
said. The former Soviet pre- won as practicable after July 1.
mier had little else to say The instruction also emSunday when he came to phasized that the decision on
Moscow to vote in parliamenta- early certification and resulting
early payment rests with each
ry elections.
It was his first public farmer. Those who are still
appearance in two years.
decided
regarding
cro
"I'm a Pensioner. What d° dispositions, and location and
pensioners do?" the n-Year-old of set-aside acreage have until
Khrushchev said when asked July 15 to certify
what he was doini now.
*Whe received
JIM GARNERS $40,000 — J.rn
Khrushchev, his wife Nina
. Maverit'k- ep:sedes, is appearing
53.000 for each ht
Petrovna on his arm, voted at a
$40.000 per
c
Ntli,.1s.NOW YOU KN0W
in his new NBC-TV
public school near the Canadian
segment. Jack 1.0id dr.,ws $10.500 per see for 'Hawaii." embassy in central Moscow. By United Press International
e the (ally actors who
Garner and S,eve McQieen
Then they returned to the'r No rain has ever been rp..orded
wcnt from T1 t,' (mem.] !•tai don) • N:ehols- is a law- suburban villa.
in Catania, Chile
man who avoids \lolence when he can.

t3,000
per

4
RUSSIA PUTS
3-MAN CINEW
ON ORBITING
SPACE STATION
RIG AS RR CAR

PENTAGON SAYS
HO MOM MAT
II EMDEN° ITS
REST NUCUAR
POWERED SUIIMAKINE

MOSCOW SUIIMITS
PEACE-ON-MOON
TREATY TO U.N

PROPJET AIRLINER
CUSSES AT NEW
HAVEN, COON
KIU.,S 2$ Of 31

SO ARE KILLED
IN SKY COLLISION
OF 0C9 JETLINER
AND NAVY PHANTOM
NEAR LOS ANGELES

9 FRENCH DESTROVII
lphi7
AIM LOST
C
CREWMEN
IN COWMEN., WITH
SOVIET TANKER OPP
CARTAGENA, SPAIN 7
e1

S MARINES
END FIGHTING
ROLE MI VIETNAM
TINIONG CITY WOOKERS
OPEN DRAWBRIDGES, STALL
TRUCKS TO TIE UP TtAffIC ft.
004 IOW VOIA AllilIONIS

LS

PRICE INCREASES
POE
Oil
AVIIIIT A POW
OIL CRISIS IN MIDEAST

EMERGENCY MUSK/a.
SUPPLY AIRLIFT
TO FIGHT INDIA
CHOLERA EPIDEMIC
SIT UP AT GENEVA
BY WORLD HEALTH
ORGANIZATION

FOOMER VICE PRESIDENT I
ASSASSINATED IN CHILI

SEKORA
strap,chord
books incl
bobby for
nothing to do"
9593.
TWO PAIR o
Chinese Sw
turkies. Call
TWO-YEAR
cyclopedias.
set. Ideal f
children are
good, up-to-da
afford a new
case included.

0AS&

L pea—

YOU WERE
GREAT IN THE
SACK RACE

7:

Of

10" EXHA
feet duct,
7789.

6140T OUT OF
A C- CANNON

4/AILITI/01/1

Abner
- bdT IT BLOWS
EV'frITHI MG
OOTA MAH
DRAIN Yr

PIANO: IN
Phone 753-857

isofi-4

WHAT
HAPPEN E P.
OLP SEAN

VOLUNTEEIZ WANTED
Fo e. ENT E TAINMENT
commiTTEE .
MAA-t oNL-1.
CAL
IF YOU PIT IN, YOU
WILL &O FA1Z 11-4E
SKY 15 THE LIMIT. u

Li

THIS TIME —THAR'S ANOTHE.1!)
'TN T
TINY Y01.<01v1 BRAIK1 AH GOTTA
CLICAR OUT!'

AKC REGI
Terrier,
Black and
Wormed. $85.
after5:00p.m.
CHAROLIAS
months to
registered
Charolias
Cluirolias
Also Charolias
bred Charo
Stockyard,
Phone days,
nights,area 61
REGISTERE
pups. Excelle
753-3509 after 6
CERTIFIED
Extra good.
buy. Phone
WEDDING
10. Cost $100.
$40.00. Phone 7
5323.

.4111.

+OW
.••••-

•••••.•40.0111Ns
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get the Job done
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

BOAT
PRICED RIGHT
a
.

I1 1

11
1

1962 22' CENTURY CRUISER
185 h.p. Gray Marine Inboard Engine.
- LOW USAGE Extra Good Condition!
PRICED TO SELL BY OWNER
Phone 753-1722 or 753-4423 Nights
FURNISHED 12:50 Trailer. Two
bedroom, air-conditioned, carpet, fenced in yard and underpinning. Phone 753-7854. J14C

ver trophy a*
lee Horse Show
rst in the Baal
lia, Tem.They
d the show at
-,)

TURKEYS: DUCKS; chickens,
Guineas. Adults and babies.
selection.
Large
Hubert
Alexander, 3 miles South of
Sedalia. Phone 328-8563.
J16P

/
1
2 PRICE
ON ALL BEDDING PLANTS,
TOMATOES and PEPPERS
- THIS WEEK ONLY -

tHCRIASES
saAcs
PT A ANW
IS IN MIDEAST

Shirley Garden Center

PCY MICOKAL
LY Alillrf
NIT INDIA
A EPIDE/A1C
AT GENEVA
ND WEALTH
MANGO/

500 N. 4th Street

SHOULD BE
E AN HOUR
AND TkEN
0

NOTICE

NOTICE

WANT TO BUY; logs and
standing timber. Also have for
sale lumber and sawdust.
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber
TFC
Co. Phone 753-4147.

TALK IT OVER
WITH OUR "ACHINE

.11P
air

or
r31

•
WOWS
Are Poison

TalUAITIR
Eat Your Home

k

FOR RENT

ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment. Air-conditioned.
Close to campus. Couples or
mature adults only. Also two
bedroom duplex, carpeted,
central air and heat, washer,
dryer. Stove and refrigerator.
Available June 1. Furnished or
unfurnished. Phone 753-9135 or
753-4478.
J17C

THREE ROOM furnished house
with bath, electric heat, air
conditioner, garage. On Benton
Highway inside city limits.
Married couple preferred. No
pets. Phone 753-6632.
J14C
THREE
ROOM
furnished
apartment in a duplex. No pets or
children. One door from college
campus. Phone 753-4342 for information.
J14C
FURNISHED TWO bedroom
apartment. Air-conditioned. Also
small apartment for girls. 1614
Main. Phone 753-3106.
J14C
NICE FURNISHED apartment
for college girls-summer and fall
Phone 7534108 after 5:00 p.m. TF

Protect Your•Home!
VENDA-TALKER, INC.

Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round ... Winter and Summer,

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

CH/

100

Kelley's Termite
and
Pest Control

OVERWEIGHT? WEIGHT Loss REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE
S. 13th Street
guaranteed or your money back.
Murray, Ky.
Phone Shapernakers,753Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
ONE BEDROOM cabin on the
2962.
July13C lake. Also two bedroom cabin on
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
the lake, 24x40. Redwood timber
Licensed by State of Kentucky
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- lodge. Write P.O. Box 189, Paris,
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. Tennessee or call area 901-593Member Chamber of Commerce
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- 3534.
J18C 011Unt.
mington, Kentucky.
June29NC
HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED
ATTRACTIVE BRICK home in
choice location. Three bedrooms,
plus study or office, two baths,
NOTICE
family room with fire-place, all
If you do not receive your
built-in kitchen with lots of
paper by six p.m. call 753cabinet space, 2 car garage.
'9269 between 6:00 and 6:30
Draperies stay, established yard.
p.m.
City school district. 1702 Audubon
Drive (Keenland SubdivisionMOBILE HOME & boat in- near new high school). Call 753surance. Broad coverage. Low 8459 or 753-9368for aprates. Excellent claim service. pointment.
J16C
See us before you buy. Galloway
Insurance & Real Estate Agency. THREE BEDROOM, two bath
July7C home of Dr. Mary Bell. Large
Phone 753-5842.
living room with well ligh
kitchen. Built by Earl Nanney.
neighNear college, quiet
J16C
borhood. Phone 753-6527.

BOY WANTED
IMMEDIATELY
FOR

Hughes Paint
Store
401 Maple St.

753-3642

HANDY MAN Special!! Old six
room house on large lot with fruit
trees. Highway frontage. Phone
J113C
LARGE LOT in Keniana mobile
home section for only $695.00.
$10.00down.Phone 436-5582. J19C

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

DOZER WORK

PAPER
ROUTE

NEW TWO bedroom duplex
LOFTY PILE, free from soil is apartment. Central heat and air,
the carpet cleaned with Blue carpet, $130.00 per month. Phone
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer 753-7850.
TFC
$1.00. Big K.
J19C
TWO BEDROOM trailer, 2,,,2
BLETONE FACTORY fresh miles West of Murray on shady
hearing aid batteries for all make lot. Concrete patio. Couples only.
TWO PAIR of Peacock, pair of hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. 1TC Phone 753-1353.
J15P
Chinese Swans, three grown
brides. Call 436-5621.
J14C CREOSOTED POLES, for pole THREE
ROOM
furnished
barn construction, utility poles apartment, air-conditioned. All
WANTED - PERSONNEL clerk
TWO-YEAR old set of en- and boat docks. Murray Lumber utilities furnished. $85.00 per
to handle and process group
cyclopedias. 52 volumes in this Co., Maple Street, Murray, month. Phone 7534870. J15C
insurance. workmans comset Ideal for parents whose Kentucky.
1TC
pensation. unemployment
children are beginning to need a
TWO BEDROOM furnished
Story
Murray,
Ky.
901
compensation claims to adgood, up-to-date set but who can't SPILL SOMETHING on that new duplex apartment, one block off
minister first aid Must be neat
afford a new set for them. Book- carpet? Don't cry, rent a new campus. Air-conditioned, carpersonable and able to
mature,
753
7850
case included. Call 753-9593. J14P shampooer for $1.00 and use Blue peted. Available now. 809
North
deal with people and confidential
Lustre. Western Auto, Home of 16th Street. Phone 753-5140. J15C
information. Experience
PIANO: IN good condition. "The Wishing Well."
INTELLIGENT YOUNG man ATTENTION HOME
J16C
preferable. Send resume to P.O.
owners:
Let
J15P
Phone 753-8574.
ROOMS: WITH light cooking with college degree, looking for us completely cover
your home Box 32 W, Murray, Kentucky. An
SET OF WORLD Book En- privileges, small two bedroom summer employment. Call 753- with Reynolds weather tight equal opportunity employer. J15C
10" EXHAUST ceiling wall fan, 3 cyclopedias. Phone 753-5493. J16P furnished house, 500 feet from 8844.
TFNC aluminum siding. Also we do
campus. Phone 753-6813.
feet duct, Make offer. Call 753J15C
soffitt and overhangs on brick. WANTED: CLEANING help for
- -FURNITURE REFINISHING
7783.
J14P TQY POODLES,black and whiteStorm windows SE door, shutters resort in Aurora, Ky. Phone 474FURNISHED APARTMENT for All work guaranteed. Free pick
J15C
Chinchillas, $15.00 each and college boys. Summer and fall up and delivery. Free estimate and carports. Free estimates. 2288 for appointment.
AKC REGISTERED Boston equipment. Phone 753Call Garland's Aluminum Sersemester., Phone 753-5108 after Antique or natural finish. Jerry
Terrier, Male, six weeks old. .1882.
vice, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or
June24C pp
LIVEVIRE
July16C Sedalia
TFC McCoy,753-3045.
Black and white markings.
321-8396.
Jurie18C
Collection firm needs man to
house.
ROOM
unfurnished
FIVE
Wormed. $85.00. Phone 7534030 1964 DODGE POLARA 4 door,
solicit delinquent account'
after 5:00p.m.
TFNC automatic,power,and air. One of available now. Phone 753-6200
Murray area. We pay $1.00 per
after 4:30 p.m.
J16C
the nicer older cars. Excellent
name. Write Manager, Box 18431.
CHAROLIAS BULLS from 8 condition.Call 753-3202.
J14C NICE TWO bedroom house, 306
J14P
Tampa,Fla. 33609.
months to 2 years old, 20
South 15th. Couples only. Phone
registered pure bred, half French MINIATURE
SCHNAUZER 753-2770.
J16C
500 to '550
Charolias bulls and 30 pure puppies, male, $85.00. Phone 753Charolias bulls without papers. 9371.
LOUISVILLE,
KY.
J17C
Ph.
STARTING
MONTHLY
637-2778
AUTOS FOR SALE
Also Charolias cows and open and
SALARY
MEMPHIS,
TENN.
Ph. 525-1415
bred Charolias heifers. Estes
1965 FORD Galaxie MO, four
or 3 representatives in Murra
Stockyard, West Vienna, Ill. STEREO COMPONENTS. AM- door, air-conditioning, power.
TENN.
NASHVILLE,
Ph. 256-5847
ea to represent large our
Phone days, area 618-658-7203 or FM. FM Stereo receiver, turn- Local car. $550.00. Phone 753.ration. Age 21 and over
J15C table, and two speakers. Less 2302.
nights,area 618-658-5856.
ST.
Ph.
MO.
LOUIS,
436-5332
J14P
lished resident, no travel
than six months old. Needincludes group, hospi
ur
plan
sell.
money,
must
753-9593.
J14P 1965
MUSTANG
REGISTERED IRISH Setter
L.UNd life insurance coverage lou
VERTIBLE,
reel
nice,
Phone
pedigree.
$525.00.
Excellent
HORNBUCKLE'S
pups.
BARBEfi: r'OR ALL your home alterations, ou and your family. Also
J23C CASH AND CARRY 2 truck 1964 VA ton Chevy van, $250.00. Shop,open 3:00 p.m.- 10:00 p.m. remodeling, etc. Free Estimates.
753-3509 after 6:00 p.m.
sion and vacation plan. Mue
rolls,
full
distressed
stock,
loads
Phone 436-5570.
J15C Tuesday
through
Friday Phone 753-6123.
June30C
able to assume responsibility
CERTIFIED HOOD Soy beans. room sizes, wall-to-wall, some
Saturday, 11:00 8 7:00. Closed
ntact Mr. Smiley, Wednesda
Extra good. See me before you jute back some commercial type. 1968 VOLKSWAGEN sedan. Monday. Boy's haircut, 75e IR)ZER WORK; back hoe sertine 16, from 2 p.m. to 8 p.m. a
vice;
to
Value
back.
rubber
J15C
septic
Hi-density
tank cleaning: septic
Original owner. $1200.00. Phone Men's haircut. $1.00. H.Trnbuy. Phone 753-2401.
Holiday Inn.
$6.95 sq. yd. Our Price starts $2.50 753-8894.
J15C buckle's Barber Shop, 213Spruct tank installation. Gene Steely, 901
Story, Murray, Ky., Phone 753Street. Phone 753-7742
WEDDING GOWN, misses size sq. yd. and up to $3.95 sq yd
TFNC
July17C 200 FIRMS, now selling home
10. Cost $100.00 new. Selling for None higher, Pick anything in 1962 RAMBLER, very clean. etANOS AND ANTIQUE organs 7850.
house. This is good carpet at Rebuilt motor.Phone 753workers,addressors and mailers.
$40.00. Phone 762-6102 or 753rebuilt, refinished, restyled,
J18C cheap prices. Paschall Discount 4486.
J16C tuning and repairs. Jetton & Dyer r'AINTING:INTERIOR
5323.
an Want to be flooded with
House, Hazel, Ky.492-9733. J14P
service. homework offers? We will list
Piano 'Sales and Service. Cuba exterior.
Fast
you and send all 200 your name
382-2299.
References.
Phone
Road,
NOTICE
Phone
rug.
Mayfield,
Ky.
and
Phone 328USED CARPET
aver & FOUND
and address for $2.00. Saves you
JI6C
8572. Hours, 5.00 to 8:00 p.m.,
753-7570.
writing and $12.00 postage. Send
C.M. SANDERS with Electrolux (Closed Wednesday), 10:00 to
COMPLETE CAR Cleaning and
June 14C Simonize wax job, $8.00. Free $2.00 to Mayfield Mail Orders,
TWO 12 H.P. 1970 International LOST: MALE black and tan for the past 22 years,is still in this 4:O0 Saturday.
riding lawn mowers.,42 inch cut. German Shepherd, 2 years old. area. For your sales or service WE MOW yards. Phone 436-6588 pick-up and delivery. Phone 753- P.O. Box 5,Mayfield, Kensee C.M. Sanders.
tucky.
J17C
J15P
J16P Phone 753-2250.
Phone 492-8770.
J15P
.117C
or 753-9077.
J15P .3683.
SEKORA FOLK Guitar. Case,
strap,chord book,and a few song
books included. Good summer
hobby for those "But there's
nothing to do" kids. Call 7539593.
J14P

MACHU
Can, Germs

PESTS

2500 W. 14444/4411184 Len.
DANK TIAN 11235
I AA meenNINI
OM 144440144 talit,hat5, WW1(
NoWNE. 1 44114olaw /4
d.shIhn.7..obtopeoe N 44roirse N41114441.
I ma .rmaat rant Ilhot WOE
II'. II 100
Nowo
-ANtfloo.

*Back Hoe Service

*Septic Tank Cleaning

Wall Street
Chatter
UPI)-"The
NEW YORK
market's overall technical condition is gradually improving,"
according to E. F. Hutton & Co.
The company says there seems
to be "some gradual improvement in the market's underlying tone'-and suggests "the
seeds of a new rally are now
being sown."

GFT RIO 04

TRAILER. SEE Brandon Dill at
Dill's Trailer Court after 4:00
p.m. No phone calls please. J14C

GENE STEELY

f!

SERVICES OFFERED

la
1111111 1, *
'

*Septicjank Installation

IT

SERVICES OFFERED

WANT TO BUY; used 26 inch
boy's or girl's bicycle. Phone 767J15C
6153 or 489-2425.

1969 YAMAHA 125 cc, Moto-X.
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS
Like new. Price, $395.00. Phone GIBSON ELECTRIC guitar, 500 for suthmer
and fall. Airpiggy
back
amplifier.
1951
GMC
753-1343 between 7:00 and
conditioned, washers and dryers
5:00.
J15C pick up with new engine. Phone available.Zimmerman Apart437-4447.
J14P
ments, South 16th Street. Phone
HOSPITAL BED, mattress and
753-6609.
J14C
eerver, commode chair, wheel NORGE GAS stove and dryer,
(lath.. Phone 492-8590 after 6:00 good condition. See Ray Rolfe or LARGE FOUR bedroom house 'pt
p.m.
J15C inquire at Farris Grocery at block from campus. Electric
(berry Corner.
J17P
heat, air-conditioned. Fenced
Two MA..SSEY Ferguson comback yard. Families only. $135.00
WHIRLPOOL
AUTOMATIC
bines, will sell one. See Glenn
per month. Phone 753-1203. TFC
Crawford at Lynn Grove or phone washer, hall or entrance hanging
431F5432.
J15P lamp. Folding clothesline, B-flat FURNISHED APARTMENT,air
Clarinet. Phone 7534625.
J14C
;conditioned, one bedroom,
available for summer only.
Water and sewer paid. Call 7539741.
J17C

SALE!

arallj

WANTED TO BUY

Most of the technical indications are bullish, TPO Inc.
believes. The company says
June normally is a month of
"accumulation
to
leading
strength through the summer"
and adds this year promises to
be the same. "The outlook for
most stocks appears bright
over the next two months (and)
aggressive purchases of leading
performers could ... be rewarding," TPO says.
The market's recent weakness was caused by investor
apprehension over the possibility of the Fed's returning to a
tight money policy, according
to Paine, Webber, Jackson &
Curtis. Although a "less aggressive rate of expansion certainly
is in order," the company says
a "return to severely tight
money policy is not in the cards
(and) investors should predicate investment strategies
along these lines."
•'The bond market has finally
got wind of the wrong turn the
spring slump is making into an
autumn recession-instead of
the expected and promised
recovery," according to the
Janeway Publishing & Research
Corp. The company believes
"Washington's galloping bankruptcy rate of borrowing"
points to an autumn "crunch of
crisis proportions." Janeway
warns of "significantly higher
interest rates come autumn
(and) a new inventory raceson top of the present
sl
RUINS DETERIORATE
ATHENS UPI -Air pollution has caused the Parthenon
and other ruins representing
the splendor of Ancient Greece
to deteriorate more in the last
50 years than they did in the
first 2,000 years of their
existence, Greece's top archeological authority said Friday.
Prof. Spyros Marinatos, inspector general of antiquities
and president of the Greek

APPLY AT

THE LEDGER& TIM

Academy of Sciences ana
Letters, said both the Parthenon and the monuments on the
WANTED TWO men for safety
Acropolis were threatened pricrusade in Calloway County. No
marily
by carbon dioxide and
experience necessary.AsEarn
sulphuric acid in the atmos$50 (X) to $60 00 weekly Phone 753J17C Phere
1442

PASCHAlt TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE

HER)

Cn Ara.,

150 ABORTIONS A DAY-Nurse Ardis Ryland (top)
describes abortion procedure to a patient in New York's
new $500,000 abortion center, Parkmed, equipped for
150 cases a day by the vacuum suction method, and
(lower) Practical Nurse Margaret Anderson helps mot;
the patient
ahortitbn

,
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Funeral Is Held
For Mrs. Hayes

Quotes
From The
News

MONDAY-JUNE 14, 1971

Soi

Lawn & Garden
MONEY SAVERS

The funeral for Mrs. Ellis(Ann
Vae) Hayes was held Sunday at Several cases have been placed Steve A. Simpson, driving
2:30 p.m. at the chapel of the J. H. on the records of the Murray City while intoxicated, amended to
Churchill Funeral Home with Court following the court session reckless driving, fined $100.00 By United Press Iateraatieeal
HOLLYWOOD-Singer Frank
m Friday, June 4, and Monday, costs $10.00.
Hollis Miller officiating.
Pallbearers were Rob Erwin, June 7, with City Judge Pro-tern Johnny Lynn Miller, driving Sinatra on his retirement from
Kent Simpson, Holmes Dunn, Ernest T. Brooks presiding. while intoxicated, fined $100.00 show business:
-I'm serious about my
James Stewart, Joe Stewart, and Records show the following oc- costs $10.00.
Sandra Jo Runyon, speeding, decision. There are lots of
Sylvester Paschall. Burial was in curred:
things I want to do that I
the Murray Cemetery with the John Lee Rowland, driving fined $25.00 costs $10.00.
arrangements by the J. H. while intoxicated, amended to Bob Smalley, driving while haven't done before. I want to
reckless driving, fined $100.00 intoxicated, amended to reckless meet some girls and build a
so easy to beautify your grounds ...And
Churchill Funeral Home.
driving, fined $100.00 costs $10.00. house someplace."
Mrs. Hayes, age 43, died costs $10.00.
Friday at 3:30 p.m.at the home of Eric Wayne Welch, driving Nelson Leroy Graham, driving
inexpensive, too, when
her mother-in-law, Mrs. Ermine while intoxicated, amended to while intoxicated, amended to SACRAMENTO, calif.--Gov.
Stewart of Murray Route Four. reckless driving, fined $100.00 reckless driving, fined $100.00 Ronald Reagan on a legislative
you buy at Big K.
move to close "loopholes"
costs $10.00.
She had been ill for sometime and costs $10.00.
she and her daughter, Miss Steve Wayne Knight, driving Daniel Reed Franklin, disor- which apparently allowed the
We have a wonderful
Beverly Hayes, resided at Mrs. while intoxicated, amended to derly conduct, fined $25.00 costs governor to avoid state income
taxes by investing in an
Stewart's home where her reckless driving, fined $100.00 $10.00.
Bob Smalley, disorderly exclusive midwest cattle firm:
selection.
husband was at his work at Fort costs $10.00.
Douglas A. Marsh, driving conduct, fined $50.00 costs $10.00. "I have been interested in
Branch, Ind.
Survivors are her husband, while intoxicated, amended to Carl Allen Skinner, speeding, cattle, horses and ranching all
44k ..Come
of my life. It is an ordinary
Ellis Hayes, and daughter, reckless driving, fined $100.00 fined $40.00 costs $10.00.
part
of
my
reckless
$10.00.
costs
Tucker,
Ricky
L.
business
Mrs.
mother-in-law,
and I
Beverly;
save!
Ermine Stewart; sister, Mrs. Bobby Franklin Brantley, driving, fined $50.00 costs $10.00. intend to continue with it even
ugh it is a relatively small
Ella Boehm of Springfield, driving while intoxicated, Billy Gene Snyder, disregarTam.; three brothers, Dan Hart amended to reckless driving, ding stop sign, fined $20.00 costs investment."
$10.00.
of Murray Route Five, Ralph fined $100.00 costs $10.00.
Hart of Sturgis, and Glen Hart of Richard Keith Orr, Jr., no Terry M. Scott, improper lights MOSCOW - Former Soviet
er Nikita S. Khrushchen
inspection sticker, fined $10.00 and illegal pn.csPs-sion of alcohol,
Colorado Springs, Colorado.
his first public appeafined $30.00 costs $10.00.
She was a member of the costs $10.00.
• in two years to vote in
Seventh & Poplar Church of James Michael Outland, no Barry Thomas, no city auto
liamentary elections:
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Army at the Student Army intoxicated, amended to reckless following an examining trial on Richard Allen. Route Fives
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Training Corps, Georgetown, driving, fined $100.00 costs $10.00. May 28 in Murray City Court. The Murray, disregarding stop light,
Ky., in 1918. He is an active Robert Earl McCuiston, no complaint was
filed against costs of $18.50 paid, fined of $10.00
member of the First Baptist inspection sticker, fined $10.00 Grooms with the Murray City suspended.
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Mrs. Tommy (Minnie Lee) Jones,Roger Runyon, Joe Miller, illness. He was born August 21, Department of Fish and Wildlife.
1882, and his parents were the Robert Harriford, White Hall
Walker of Brentwood, Term., and and Danny Cossey.
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W. Churchill,Jr., a Burial was in the Palestine late James B. McNeely and Dormitory, Murray State
Uniersity, cold checking, costs of
nuclear physicist, residing at Cemetery with the arrangments Addie Pollen McNeely.
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daughters, Mrs. Jones of Bobby
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9:30 a.m.at the Baptist Memorial Mayfield, Mrs. Lettie Mae Murray, reckless driving, fined
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has been licensed funeral Thursday, June 3, after suffering Route One, Mrs. Evalena speeding,emu of $18.50 paid, fine
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director in Kentucky since 1941; severe head injuries when the A- Alderdice of Mayfield Route of $10.00 suspended.
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The College of Mortuary Science, on fell on his head at this home on Morris of Lincoln Park, Mich.; Purchase Area
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1949, licensed funeral director Palestine community.
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Young Boggess had just McNeely of Inks, Miss.; two Federal State Market News
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BORDER FENCE
9" x 13" WITH STAKES

4 Cyle engine has spin rewind starter. Base 14 in
steel. Adjusts from 1'h to 3"
cutting height. Completely
assembled, except handlebar.
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NEEDS HEART TRANSPLANT
Thomas Folckemer is
given words of encouragement by his wife Norma prior
departure
to their
from their home in Gardiner, Maine.
to a VA hospital in Palo Alto. Calif. The 26-year-old
N.IN'y ‘'eteran is a victim of a,rate heart condition and,
most have a heart transplant tit save his lift.. chwtors say.
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